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SUMMARY

The Black River Property is located in Grimsthorpe Township, 

32 km northeast of the town of Madoc, Ontario. Although the 

Madoc-Bancroft region has shown quite an extensive history of 

mineral exploration, there is no record of prospecting activities 

within the area of the Black River property.

The property is underlain by Middle to Late Proterozoic 

mafic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Grenville 

Structural Province. General trend of these rocks across the 

property is NW-SE.

During the fall of 1991, a number of gold discoveries were 

made along the Black River and along a swamp filled extensional 

lineament to the river. Quartz veins up to 0.5 m wide occur in 

locally sheared and/or silicified areas of a metasedimentary unit 

consisting of beds of a quartz-feldspar-biotite rich rock, 

greywacke, argillites, and graphitic schists. This 

metasedimentary unit has been traced over 5 kilometres. Some of 

the gold showings have been traced for distances greater than 700 

metres along this trend.

An electromagnetic survey and a magnetic survey have 

coincidental conductors and anomalies with some of the gold 

occurrences. The surveys have located other targets along the 

5 km trend which may be potential host environments for gold 

mineralization.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SCOPE

r
r

This is a revised work report based on results gathered during 
ths 1992 and 1993 programs of geological mapping, prospecting, 
trenching and soil sampling on the Black River property, Grimsthorpe 
Township, Ontario. Maps concerning the results of this work are 
appended to this report. This report also includes the location and 
results of prospecting traverses conducted outside the boundary of the 
property.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Black River property is located in Grimsthorpe Township, 
Ontario (Figure 1). The property is approximately 3O km NE of the town 
of Madoc. Access can be made by following Highway 62 north from Madoc 
to the village of Gilmour. 4 km east of Gilmour is the turn for the 
Skootamatta Lake Access Road. Approximately 1O km SE on this road, the 
property begins at the turn of the Lingham Lake Access Road.

The property is covered by the N.T.S. sheet 31C/11. 

PROPERTY AND STATUS

The property consists of 14 contiguous unpatented mining claims 
(Figure 2). The claim group totals 28 units of 2O hectare size. The 
claim numbers are: SO115O984, SO115O9B5, SO115O9B6, 501156635, 
SOIl56636, SOIl56650, SOIl56653, SOIl56654, SOI194942, SOI194943, 
SOI194973, SOI194974, SOI194975, SOI194976.

All claims are held by Mr. R.J. Dillman of London, Ontario. 

LOGISTICS

During the 1993 program, a previously cut and picketed baseline 
was extended.9OO m making the total length of the baseline 56OO m. 
Flagged crosslines were established every 1OO m and in some areas 

-- lines have been flagged every SO m. The bearing of the baseline is 12O*
and the crosslines are orientated at 3O*.

i
Geological information with rock sample locations collected 

r~ within the claim group have been plotted on 3 appended maps, each 
i at the scale of 1:2,5OO. Trench plans have been plotted on the scale 

of 1:5O and 1:1OO. Rock sample locations taken outside the claim group 
are plotted on 1:5,OOO scale maps of the individual lot and 
concessions are included within the "DESCRIPTIONS, RESULTS, AND 
LOCATIONS OF ROCK SAMPLES" section of this.report. Results of the soil 
samples collected during the 1993 program have been compiled with 
results obtained of sampling by Mr. Brian Christie (1992) and platted 
are on appended 1:2,5OO sheets.

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r
r

t 
r
r
i

Geological mapping, prospecting, trenching and soil sampling have 
been preformed by Mr. R.J. Diliman between May 24 to May 28, 1993 and 
between September 17 to October 31, 1993.
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FIGURE 2

BLACK RIVER CLAIM GROUP 
GRIMSTHORPE TOWNSHIP. ONTARIO 

PLAN: M97
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TOPOGRAPHY AND LAND-USE

r Airphotos of the property reveal many small ponds and streams, 
the largest of which is the Black River. These features are confined 
to topographical lineaments. The strongest, most continual set of 
lineaments are orientated on a N-NW bearing. In places, these 
lineaments have been shifted and offset by a lees-dominate set of 
lineaments orientated in a NE direction.

i The highest elevations on the property can be found east of the 
1 Black River. This area is dominated by large outcrops of mafic 

metavclcanic rocks and shallow overburden consisting of forest loams 
f" and till.

West of the river, the land is much flatter and outcrop exposure 
f decreases to approximately 1O3S. Outcrops are located in the highest 
l elevations and along the sides of depressions. Large areas of this

region are covered by swamps, tills and fluvial-deposited sands and
gravels.r 

r
r
r

r
r

Most of the overburden on the property consists of a mixture of 
forest loams and till. Tills dominating west of the river consist of 
different sized angular material made up of locally soureed mafic 
metavolcanic rock and regional sourced, rounded granite boulders. 
Striations measured on outcrop surfaces suggest that glacial 
advancement was from N4 E. Fluvial sourced material consist of well- 
sorted sands and gravels.

Vegetation on the property is variable. Hardwoods such as birch, 
maple and oak grow in the highest elevations. White pine, spruce and 
balsam grow in flatter areas. Jack-pine, balsam and alders grow in the 
lowest elevations.

': There has been several different types of land use in the Black 
River area of Grimsthorpe Township. Limited logging activities have

f- occurred in areas west of the Lingham Lake Road. In the northern area
] of the property there are pits where sand and gravel has been 

extracted. Several cabins are located over the property which are
 . primarily used for recreational hunting.
m

i PREVIOUS EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

P" The Black River area of Grimsthorpe Township has no history of 
', mineral exploration until 1991 when funding was acquired through the

OPAP system and claims were staked to cover several gold discoveries 
r— made by R. Diliman. Elsewhere in the township, mineral exploration 
i (mainly for gold) had been concentrated in the western .and

northwestern regions of the township.

l At various times between 19O9 to 1935, gold was produced at the 
l Gilmour Mine in lot 3O, concession 19. This is the only record of gold 

production in Grimsthorpe Township.

Talc was discovered in 191O in lots 8,9 and 1O, concession 5.
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Regional geology was first mapped by Meen and Harding 
(1942). They reported talc occurrences in lot 13, cone. 4. 
They also reported numerous sulphide occurrences in meta- 
sedimentary schists in the Lingham Lake area.

In 1954, Stratmat Limited carried out a ground electro 
magnetic survey over the talc occurrences in lot 13, cone. 4.

In 1955, drilling was preformed on the claim group 
referred to as the McMurray Group. A total of 793 feet were 
drilled to test an arsenic occurrence in lot 33, concession

i After 1955, the Gilmour Mine and the area in proximity to 
the mine appear to be the only area of interest for mineral 
exploration. Currently this area is held by Homestake 
Minerals.

•r— In 199O, much of Grimsthorpe Township and neighboring 
Anglesea Township were mapped by R.M. Easton of the Ontario 
Geological Survey.

P Gold was discovered in the Black River area in 1991 by 
i R.J. Diliman. This resulted in the staking of several claims.

He subsequently carried out geological and geophysical surveys 
r" over limited portions of the property.

C.A. Wagg of Denbigh, Ontario staked 5 additional claims 
P- along the trend of the Black River. These claims were recorded 
j in Diliman's name.

In the summer of 1992, the property was visited by Brian 
Christie, a geologist representing Homestake Minerals. Mr. 
Christie undertook limited prospecting, soil sampling, and 
geological mapping in isolated regions of the claim group. His 
work led to the discovery of gold in lot 2O, concession 16 and 
what is now known as the Christie Showing. Christie also 
staked several claims to the north and recorded them in 
Di liman's n*

Further staking was conducted in the fall of 1992 by 
Diliman. A grid was constructed over portions of the new 
claims for control over geological, magnetic, and 
electromagnetic surveys. This work has led to the discovery of 
several more gold showings in the Black River area.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Grimsthorpe Township is in the Madoc Bancroft region of 
the Grenville Structural Province. The geology of the township 
is summarized in Figure 3. A sequence of formations is 
presented in Table 1.
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FIGURE 3
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TABLE l 

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

CENOZOIC

RECENT
Swanp, lake, and strean deposits. 

PLEISTOCENE
Clay, silt, sand, gravel.

UNCONFORMITY 

PROTEROZOIC

INTRUSIVE ROCKS
Granitic and syenitic dikes and sills. 
Granitic and syenitic rocks. 
Mafic dikes and sills. 
Mafic intrusive rocks.

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

METASEDIMENT AND METAVOLCANICS 
Carbonate netasedinents. 
Clastic netasedinents. 
Felsic Metavolcanics. 
Mafic netavolcanics.

(nodified after Meen, 1942)



Grimsthorpe Township is equally divided between mafic 
oetavolcanic rocks and igneous intrusive complexes. All rocks 
are of the Middle to Late Proterozoic.

Mafic metavolcanics consist of intrusive and extrusive, 
fine-grained basaltic and coarser-grained gabbroic flows. 
Between flows schists nay occur which can be sedimentary 
derived and/or be related to volcanism.

At least five large, separate plutonic bodies intruded 
into the mafic metavolcanic-metasedimentary sequence. These 
intrusive bodies vary in composition and range from gabbro, 
diorite, to tonalite. The result of these intrusions caused 
two distinct trends of foliation to develop within the mafic 
metavolcanic-metasedimentary sequences. The two trends are 
N-NW and HE-SW and they are controlled by proximity to the 
plutons. In the area north-northeast of Lingham Lake a 
significant structure may exist that separates the two trends.

During the formation of the plutonic masses, the meta 
volcanic-metasedimentary sequence was intruded by dikes of 
either mafic or felsic composition.

Metamorphic grade in Grimsthorpe Township ranges from 
upper greenschist-facies to middle amphibolite-facies (R.M. 
Easton, 1990). The range of metamorphism appears to be 
dependent on the proximity to plutons, such that, amphibol- 
itized metamorphic aureoles exists around some of the plutonic 
bodies. The presence of biotite is a major accessory mineral 
in most rocks throughout the township.

A number of faults and shear zones have been recognized 
within the township (Easton, 1990). As well as these 
structures, airphoto observations show many topograghic linea 
ments, some of which are certain to be fault structures. The 
nost dominate direction of the linear features is N-NW. A 
second preferred orientation is E-NE. This second direction is 
consistent with a regional structure that cuts across the 
northern section of the township (Easton, 1990). From field 
and airphoto observations it is apparent that the E-NE 
lineaments may post-date N-NW lineaments. This is based on 
crosscutting relationships.

II. PROPERTY GEOLOGY AMD MTHERAT.TZATIQM

LOGISTICS

Mapping has been carried out on compassed and hip-chained 
lines and between lines where outcrops occur. All 
geological data has been compiled on three maps that cover the 
entire claim group at a 1:2,500 scale. These maps are appended 
to this report. Table 2 represents a stratagraphic section for 
the property. Geological mapping was conducted by R.J. 
Di liman.



TABLE II

TABLE OF FORMATIONS FOR THE
BLACK RIVER PROPERTY 

GRIMSTHORPE TVP. OHTARIO

CENOZOIC

Recent
swamp, lake, and strean deposits

Pleistocene
clay, silt, sand, gravel

Unconfornity 

PROTEROZOIC

Intrusive Sills and Dikes 
gabbro

Intrusive contact 
aplite dikes 
mafic dikes (diabase?)

Intrusive contact

Metasedimentary and Metavolcanic Rocks
nafic volcanic intrusive/extrusive flows

Unconformity? 
carbonate sediments 
clastic sediments 
mafic volcanic intrusive/extrusive flows
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Mafic Metavolcanic Rocks

Mafic netavolcanic rocks occur over approximately 902 of 
the property. They are believed to be the oldest rock types. 
This unit is composed of: massive fine-grained flows, coarser 
grained gabbroic flows, and less abundant agglomerate. Fine 
grained massive flows and coarser-grained gabbroic flows are 
equally distributed over the map area. Defining true contacts 
for the flows is impossible since they appear to occur as 
interflows of varying thickness. Fine-grained flows have a 
basaltic composition that is dark greyish-green on a fresh 
surface and grey on a weathered face.

There appears to be at least 2 or 3 ages of gabbroic 
rocks on the property. Interflowed gabbro with basaltic flows 
tend to occur west of the Black River. These dark green flows 
are fine to moderate-grained with anhedral textures. East of 
the river flows tend to be slightly coarser-grained and more 
massive. Grain composition is more easily recognizable and 
color differences between feldspar and pyroxenes is obvious. 
Subhedral crystals of amphiboles are present in these flows 
and may be a metamorphic feature. A third type of gabbro forms 
a sill-like body in the vicinity of the river on line 37+OON, 
lot 20, concession XVI (Nap 1C). The gabbro is coarse-grained, 
and mottled white and grey with easily recognizable 
plagioclase and pyroxene grains. This gabbro is quite fresh on 
appearance and does not resemble other gabbroic flows within 
the map area. It is quite possibly the youngest rock type on 
the property.

Agglomerates have only been observed in areas west of the 
river. In these areas their occurrences are limited but become 
more frequent in the northern sections of the property. They 
have a massive fine-grained matrix of grey 
color and various sized, subangular and slightly coarser- 
grained clasts. Both matrix and fragments appear to be of 
basaltic composition. Agglomerates are found as interflows 
with other mafic-metavolcanic rocks.

Mafic schist units are usually found with meta 
sediment ary units. They form somewhat continual formations and 
occur along contacts with mafic metavolcanic flows. They are 
dark green in color and aphanitic textured. They appear to be 
of basaltic composition although a chlorite-sericite 
unit was observed at 24+5QN, 0+35E (Hap IB). Mafic schists are 
generally well-foliated. This fabric may be caused by 
shearing.

HETASEDIHENTARY ROCKS

Metasedimentary rocks comprise approximately 15Z of the 
map area. They form well-foliated, schistose units that are 
usually thin but continuous over the property. They are found 
more frequently along the Black River and in areas to the west
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and occur in the most recessive topography. Members of this unit 
include: greywacke, argillite, graphitic schists, and quartz- 
feldspar-biotite schist. Members can occur together as interbeds 
although greywacke and argillite are the most dominate 
flietasedimentary type.

Characteristically, metasedimentary schists are rusted on 
weathered surface. This is primarily due to the abundance of pyrite 
and lesser amounts of fine-disseminated pyrrhotite. Pyrite occurs as 
fina-disseminations or as fracture controlled stringers. Sulphide 
content is up to 1OX of the rock. Traces of fine magnetite have been 
observed in a few localities.

Other accessory minerals found in metasedimentary schists 
include: biotite, which occurs in fractures and along cleavage plains, 

r* quartz, which can be in vein form or as siliceous alteration, 
l hornblende and chlorite.

m Geld mineralization associated with arsenopyrite occurs in thin
f quartz veins and shears in quartz feldspar-biotite schists and
: greywacke. Occurrences are described later in this report.

j The only other metasedimentary rock type observed on the property
is marble. There are several small outcrops occurring on the north
side of the swamp that crosses between lines 3N to 7+5OS, lot 14,

p concession XIII (Map 1A). The marble is medium-grained, sucrosic
j textured and banded by colours that range from white, grey, and rusty

brown.

r
' MAFIC DIKES

r~ On the property mafic dikes only have been observed to occur in 
; metasedimentary schists although they occur in volcanic flows outside 

the property boundary. Frequently, the dikes occur in schists along 
r- the river. They can be up to a few metres wide. Two types of mafic 
; dikss have been recognized.

j^. Dark green, coarse grained, strongly amphibolitized dikes are 
: present in schists hosting some of the gold occurrences. These dikes

trend parallel to the metasediments and they also show evidence of
being sheared, broken, and offset. Some relationship may exist between 

f"" gold and coarse grained dikes since significant gold values have been
found in zones of veining, shearing, and silicification occurring in
schists proximal or contacting the dikes.

; Fine grained, blackish green diabase dikes occur along the river.
These dikes trend mostly parallel to schistosity but less frequently
cut foliations at higher angles. They show little sign of deformation

j other than well-developed Joints at right angles to the trend of the
:- dikes. Cross-cutting relationships suggest that these dikes post-date

coarser-grained mafic dikes.
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FELSIC DIKES

Fine-grained felsic dikes called aplite dikes can be found alone, 
the entire length of the property but are restricted to the 
metasedimentary metavolcanic contact along the river.

Aplite dikes consist of a core-phase of fine-grained glassy 
crystalline to sucrosic quartz and whitish plagioclase feldspar rimmed 

r- with very fine grained aphanitic massive quartz and feldspar. In both 
i phases there are small masses or droplets of quartz consuming a small 

percentage of the total rock. Flaky, fracture controlled biotite and 
clotty muscovite also occur in both phases.

White, weakly Fe-carbonated quartz veins up to lO's of 
centimetres wide commonly occur in these dikes.

'i Depending on location there are at least 2 common orientations tc
the dikes. In the northern and central regions of the property this

r" trend is on an average of 15C degrees which is generally parallel to
f surrounding geology. In the southern regions the average trend is 9O

degrees which cross cuts surrounding geological trends. Further
mapping is needed to understand the relationship between the 2

J distinct trends.
i.

Aplite dikes show little deformation and crosscut all other rock 
f" types on the property. They can be up to a few metres wide.

STRUCTURE AND METAMORPHISM
f"
j Based on foliation and contact measurements of the major rock

units on the property the general trend of geology is
125 degrees. This conforms to the relative shapes of the plutonic 

j masses on either side of volcanic metasedimentary sequence 
on which the property sits.

Varied foliation, schistosity, and Joint measurements suggest 
that 3 structural events may have occurred on the property:

-. 51.) Development of a strong foliation/schistosity between 12O-1 3 O
l degrees that dips SW between 4O degrees and vertical.
1 This direction is present in all rock types. In metasediments

it maybe partly due to original bedding
as well as being induced by regional metamorphism from
plutonism and folding.

52.) Development of a weak to moderate foliation of 13O to 15O degrees 
with low to steep dips W to SW. Superimposed on 51. type 
foliations. Direction observed in most rock types and might be 
caused by faulting and shearing.

53.) Foliations of SO to 1OO degrees superimposed on all other 
foliations. Coincides with less prominent E  W striking structural 
breaks. This foliation dips steeply south.
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Jointing neasurenents suggest at least two structural 
phases. One set of joints ranges between 140 to 170 degrees 
and dips moderately to the S and SH. This set coincides with 
S2 type foliations and therefore may be a product of localized 
shearing. This range of jointing is best observed in outcrops 
along the river lineament and its extension into the southern 
claims.

A second range of jointing has been measured from 80 to 
110 degrees and can dip very steeply H or S. This second set 
offsets the first set of joints and falls within the range of 
S3 type foliations. They also appear to coincide with regional 
E-W faulting. This second range of jointing is commonly seen 
in mafic metavolcanic outcrops east of the river and within 
mafic dikes along the river lineament. Joints of this 
orientation have been observed to break and offset (on a 
centimetre scale) quartz veins on lines 4+OOS to 8+OOS, lot 
14, concession XII. These veins occur in a meta-sedimentary 
unit and have significant gold values associated with them.

In the northern section of the claim group a third set of 
joints was observed in a mafic metavolcanic outcrop along the 
Lingham Lake Road. This jointing has average orientations of 
10 degrees and steep westerly dips. It is not known what is 
the cause of these features.

Some localized zones of shearing have been located in 
metasedimentary units within the claim group. The most notable 
areas of shearing occur along the river lineament and its 
southern extension in to lot 14, concession XII. These zones, 
although erratic in width ^3.0 m) and intensity, have been 
traced up to 400 m trending at low angles to/or parallel 
foliation. Sheared rock usually consists of quartz-feldspar- 
biotite schist but shearing, to a lesser degree is present in 
all other rock types. Shear zones in quartz-feldspar-biotite 
schist may have quartz veining, silicification, and myloniti 
zation to the host rock, and mineralization consisting of 
arsenopyrite, pyrite, and gold. Biotite is usually present on 
cleavages and joints.

Other localized zones of shearing occur along mafic and 
felsic dike contacts but they are usually thin and discon 
tinuous zones. Some minor shearing has been located in mafic 
flows but assay results have shown that they economically 
unimportant.

Metamorphism on the property ranges between high 
greenschist facies to lower-middle amphibolite facies. 
Biotite is present in all rock types while chlorite has 
only been noted in three isolated occurrences. Muscovite is 
present as clots in aplite dikes. Hornblende is present in 
most rock types and the frequency of amphibole occurrence 
increases from east to west across the property suggesting 
that metamorphism increases in this direction.
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PROPERTY MINERALIZATION and ALTERATION

Prospecting has shown that at least four environments 
exist that return gold values upon assaying:

1. Fine to medium-grained sucrosic quartz veins with 
arsenopyrite and pyrite.

2. Fracture controlled glassy, grey to blue-smokey, 
quartz veins with arsenopyrite and pyrite.

3. Disseninated to clotty arsenopyrite and pyrite in 
silicified shears and vein aureoles.

4. Coarse pyrite in chlorite along contact of quartz 
veins.

All gold-bearing zones have been found in the quartz- 
feldspar-biotite schist nember of the netasedinentary unit. 
These zones are all located within the Black River lineament 
and the extension of this lineanent into lots 14 and 15, 
concessions XII and XIII.

Type l gold environnents consist of granular, rusty 
quartz veins with 1-15Z clotty to seni-nassive arsenopyrite 
and < 5X pyrite. A large percentage of the vein may be biotite- 
rich fragnents of wallrock with fine tourmaline coating and 
scattered throughout the inclusions. These veins appear to run 
nearly parallel to host rock yet, no evaluation of strike 
lengths have been determined for any individual veins. Some 
veins can be > 25 m in length and others up to 0.5m in width. 
Grab samples of this style of mineralization show up to 2.3-56 
g/t gold.

Type 2 mineralization consists of glassy to granular 
quartz veins, grey to blue to clear in color. These veins are 
filling fracture systems in quartz-feldspar-biotite schist. 
The systems conform to the strike of the metasedimentary unit 
and have been traced ^OOm in length with possible strike 
lengths greater than three times that. Width of systems are 
narrow but variable; l to 40cm. In the systems quartz 
surrounds fragments of wallrock, but unlike type l veins, 
there is very little alteration to the fragments. Sulfides in 
the systems consist of <5% arsenopyrite occurring as fine 
smears, disseminations and clots of euhedral crystals. Pyrite 
totalling < 5Z forms disseminations to stringers in wallrock 
and veins and fills crosscutting joints that are *c0.5cm wide. 
Samples of type 2 environments have returned gold values of 
1.0-11.5 g/t.

Type 3 style of mineralization consists of silicified 
quartz-feldspar-biotite schist with some degree of 
mylonitization. These zones usually occur in combination witfc
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type 2 mineralization and occur less with type l veins. 
Quartz stringers *:10cm are common in type 3 zones. 
Distinguishing veins from alteration is sometimes difficult. 
Dimensions of altered zones are variable and can range up to 
1.0m wide. They appear to be poddy zones along trend. 
Accessory minerals include < 5Z f ine-disseminations of 
arsenopyrite and clotty to stringered pyrite. Occasional 
fine-disseminated pyrrhotite is present totalling OX. Other 
minerals include fine tourmaline and flaky, fracture- 
controlled biotite. This type of mineralization has returned 
values grading from trace-21.6 g/t gold.

Type 4 mineralization is different than types l to 3. 
This mineralization consists of clotty to semi-massive pyrite 
and chlorite along both contacts of a quartz vein. There has 
been shearing along the contacts. The quartz is white and 
crystalline and has traces of pyrite. The mineralization 
occurs in quartz-feldspar-biotite schist along the river 
lineament (TR-3). Assays of the vein have shown up to 1.3 g/t 
gold and only traces in chip samples. Chlorite and pyrite 
collected together from both contacts have assayed 21.9 g/t 
gold.

Other quartz veins not previously mentioned occur in 
various rock types and locations over the property. So far 
these veins have had negative results when sampled for gold. 
All these veins are white and crystalline with varying widths 
of up to 0.5m. Many of the veins occur in metasedimentary 
horizons and trend parallel to the host rock. These veins can 
be folded, boudinaged, and carry traces of pyrite. Veins have 
been noted that are filling fractures in mafic metavolcanic 
flows. These fracture-veins prefer orientations that are at 
right-angles to geological trend and could be related to 
regional or local E-W structures. Quartz veins of widths cO.S 
have been seen in aplite dikes but they are generally void of 
suIfides and may be fracture controlled. Stockwork systems of 
veining with associated Fe-carbonate have occasionally been 
observed in Fe-carbonate altered gabbroic flows.

Fe-carbonate altered zones in gabbroic flows are lens 
shaped and mostly found east of the river. They may contain 
quartz stockworks, traces of pyrite and magnetite. No gold 
has been detected with this mineralization.

Pyrite, pyrrhotite, and rarely magnetite are found in 
most rock types on the property, particularly schist units. 
Pyrite forms as stringers along cleavages and fractures, and 
as disseminations with fine pyrrhotite.

Galena occurs in a quartz vein in the south 1/2 of lot 
14, concession XIII (TR-4).
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III- DESCRIPTIONS. RESULTS. AND LOCATIONS OF ROCK SAMPLES

During the 1993 exploration program 82 rock samples were 
collected and -analysed fer gold. From the total, 7 L wen? col lee tec! 
within the boundaries of the claim group. The remaining 11 samples 
vsere collected on regional prospecting and mapping traverses cutside 
the cl^im group.

All samples have been collected by R. Di l l man of London, Ontario 
between May 25 to May 28, 1993 and September 17 to October 31, 1993.

All rock samples have been sent to Accuraseay Laboratories in 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario. At the laboratory the samples were assayed for 
gold using a fire assay/atomic absorption method. The samples were jaw 
crushed and cone crushed to -1O mesh size. From this fraction a 3OO 
gram split wan removed and crushed to the   1OO mesh size. For 
analysis, 3O gm were assayed for gold by fire assay /atomic absorption. 
5 of the samples were further analyzed with a 29 element ICAP scan.

Sample descriptions, results, locations, and map reference for 
each sample are summarized in the following charts. Sample locations 
within the claim group have been plotted on the 1:2,5OO scale 
geological maps that are appended to this report. Samples collected 
during regional prospecting traverses are plotted on 1:5,OOO scale 
maps that follow the sampling descriptions. Samples taken during 
trenching are plotted with results on trench plans accompanying this 
report. The trench plans are at a scale of IslOO and 1:5O.

No.

d 97'51

69752

CLAIM No., 
LOT/CDNC., 
GRID COOR., 
MAP REFER.

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
37+95N, O+8OE 
MAP 1C

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
37+95N, O+3OE 
MAP 1C

SAMPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
fnetres)

float,
i.2*1,O*O.5m
angular

.f l oat,
1.2tl.O*O.5m
angular

BOLD 
ppb

346

DESCRIPTION

287

69753 1194975, S/2 grab, O.4 m 
L.19, C.XV

69754

i-.-LT, U.AV

31+SBN, 6+3OE 
MAP 1C

1194975, S/2 
L.19, C.XV 
32+20N, 6+25E 
MAP 1C

float
0.4*0.4*0.4
angular

13
m.

sheared+si l ic i -f ied
metasedimentary
schist, Tr.-5X py,
5X fine disseminated As

fine-sugary grey quartz 
patchy fine-grained As 
OX, Tr.-lX py. Same 
float as 69751,

quartz * Fe-carbor.ate 
alteration in coarse 
grained metavoleanic, 
Tr.-5X coarse py in 
wallrock, IX py in vein

quartz + Fe-carbonate 
alteration in coarse- 
grained metavolcanic, 
Tr.-3X py
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No.

69755

69756

CLAIM No., 
LQT/CONC., 
GRID COOR., 
MAP REFER.

L.16, C.XVI, 
N/2,

L.16, C.XVI, 
S/2,

69757

69758

69759

6976O

69761

69762

69763

1194943, N/2 
L.22, C.XVI 
47+20N, O+73W 
MAP 1C

L.24, C.XVII, 
S/2,

115O984, N/2 
L.14, C.XII 
8+7OS, 2+85W 
MAP 1A

1150985, N/2 
L.13, C.XII 
10+70S, 1+OOW 
MAP 1A

115O985, S/2 
L.13, C.XII 
12+68S, 1+5OU 
MAP 1A

115O985, S/2 
L.13, C.XII 
13+OOS, 3+10W 
MAP 1A

1150985, S/2 
L.13, C.XII 
13+42S, 4+80W 
MAP 1A

SAMPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
(netres)

float
O.6*O.5*0.4 m, 
angular

grab, 2 m

DESCRIPTION
ppb

14

11

float,
1.0*1.0*1,
angular

O m,

float
1.2*O.5*O.4 m, 
angular

float,
O.4tO.4*O.2 m 
angular, several 
pieces.

float,
O.3*O.3*0.2 m 
angular, several 
pieces.

float,
O.6*0.4*0.4m
angular, many
pieces.

float,
O.5*0.5*0.3m
angular, several
pieces.

float, 6-7 
fist sized 
pieces.

12

176O

12

12

quartz stringers O cm 
wide metased. schist, 
Tr. cpy, IX py, IX po.

quartz + Fe carbonate 
stockwork in brecciated 
* Fe-carb. altered 
metavolcanic, possible 
fault zone, Tr-2X py * 
magnetite.

quartz *- Fe carbonate 
clotty chlorite * 
sericite, 1-3X py

quartz blocks, several 
large pieces, weak Fe- 
carbonate, weak rust, 
4C1X patchy specular 
hematite.

qtz-feld-biotite schist 
blue grey qtz stringers 
^CIO cm wide, ,3X As in 
veins 8t wall rock, Tr.  
1OX py in crosscutting 
fractures.

biotite rich greywacke 
"CIOX fine-disseminated 
PY-

metasedimentary schist 
with 5-1OX stringered 
to disseminated py.

amphibolitized greywack 
with <5X stringered 
to disseminated py. 
Local, sugary qtz veins 

cm wide.

loose quartz on outcrop 
of greywacke and mafic 
metavolcanics, rusty 
quartz, Tr. py.
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SAMPLE CLAIM No.,
No. LOT/CONC. ,

GRID CODR.
MAP Rkl-bK.

69764 L. 12, C. XI I 
S/2
Figure 6
MAP 1A

69765 L. 12, C. XI
N/2

69766 1150984, N/2
L. 14, C. XII 
5+02S, 1+75W
Map 1A

69767 1150984, N/2
L. 14, C. XII
5+O2S, 1+76W
MAP 1A

69768 L. 12, C. X
N/2

69769 L. 12, C. X
N/2

6977O L. 16, C. XI I
N/2

r 69771 L.16, C.XII 
S/2

69772

69773

69774

L.16, 
S/2

L.19, 
S/2

C.XII

C.XIII

1194942, N/2 
L.22, C.XVI 
43+15N, O+35E 
MAP 1C

SAMPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH

)

GOLD 
ppb

float,
0.4*0.4*0.3 m 
angular, several 
Pi*

17

grab, 3 m

float,
0.3*0.3*0.2 m 
subangular

float,
O.2*O.2*O.2
subrounded

float,
O.5*O.4*O.2
angular

float,
0.5*O.4*O.2 m 
angular

float,
0.4*0.3*0.3 m 
angular, several 
pieces.

rep, 0.15 m

float,
O.5*0.4*O.4 m 
angular, soft

float,
1.2*0.5*0.4 m 
angular

float,
0.2*0.2*0.2 m 
subrounded

689

7O3

489

11

26

DESCRIPTION

rusty mafic metavol. 
schist, Tr. py 
metavolcanics, rusty 
quartz, Tr. py.

quartz stringers O cm 
wide with Tr. py and 
specular hematite.

quartz stringers *C.5 cm 
wide with Tr.-13C py, 
Tr. As, in swamp.

silicified metased., 
wide with Tr.-lZ py, 
Tr. As, in swamp.

black metasediment, 
^.5 cm wide quartz 
stringers at random 
orientations, <J.O"A py, 
Tr. py.

greywacke, qtz vein 
^ cm wide, ^QZ py 
in wallrock.

blackish, granular 
quartz, streaks of 
magnetite *C1OX, OV. 
clotty, coarse py.

rusty, crystalline 
quartz vein ^Q cm 
cutting strike of 
wallrock, Tr-IOZ py

chlorite/amphibolite 
schist, clotty sugary 
calcite^ Tr. py.

greywacke with
clotty to stringered py

quartz + semi massive 
tourmaline.
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Mo.

69775

697O1

69702

697O3

697O4

69705

697O6

697O7

697O8
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CLAII1 No., SAMPLE TYPE/
LOT/CONC., WIDTH
GRID CQOR-, (Metres)

ppb

1156653, S/2 
L. 2O, C. XVI

float, 
0.3*O.3*O.3 m

19

36+93N, O+86E angular, several
MAP 1C 
TR-1

pieces

1156653, 5/2 float,
L.2O, C.XVI 0.3*O.2*O.2 m
36+96N, O+8OE subangular
MAP 1C
TR-1

178

1156653, 5/2 
L. 2O, C. XVI 
36+96N, O+8OE 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

1156653, 5/2 
L. 20, C. XVI 
36+76N, O+7BE 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

1156653, S/2 
L. 2O, C. XVI 
36+76N, O+78E 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

1156653, S/2 
L. 20, C. XVI 
34+72N, O+O8U 
MAP 1C 
TR-2

1156653, S/2 
L. 20, C. XVI 
36+95N, 0+79E 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

1156653, S/2 
L. 20, C. XVI 
36+95IM, O+77E 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

1156653, S/2 
L. 2O, C. XVI 
36+95N, CH-B1E 
MAP 1C 
TR-1

float, 57 
many small pieces

chips, O.2 m 699

chips, O.15 m 2065

chips, O.25 m 162O

chips, O.3 m 1238

chips, O.25 m 921

chips, O.5 m 108

DESCRIPTION

quartz, crystalline, 
rusty, 5 1OX py.

white-rusty quartz with 
fragments of wallrock, 
2-3X As, mineralization 
not located in trench.

rusty red, granular 
quartz, mineralization 
not located in trench.

sheared metasedimentary 
/dike contact with *Clcm 
wide sugary-grey quartz 
stringers, "CiOX py in 
stringers.

greyish blue, fine 
grained, sugary quartz, 
^OX As in semimassive 
bands.

greyish blue, fine 
grained, sugary quartz, 
surrounding fragments 
me tased imen tary roc k, 
15X As in quartz.

sheared metased/dike 
contact, sugary quartz 
lenses ^cm wide, l 1OX 
clotty disseminated py, 
biotite along fractures

sheared metased/dike 
contact, silicified, 
well foliated, Tr-5X 
py, Tr-15X clotty As.

biotite/muscovite 
filled fracture, weak 
Fe carbonate alteration 
fracture cuts schist, 
very soft rock.
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SAMPLE
No.

69709

69710

69711

69712

69713

69714

69715

69716

69717

69718

CLAIM No.,
LOT/CONC.,
GRID COQR.,
MAP REFER.

1156654, S/2
L. 2O, C. XVI
21+93N, 0+5OE
MAP IB

1156654, S/2
L. 2O, C. XVI
22+90N, O+2OE
MAP IB

1194942, N/2
L. 21, C. XVI
39+7ON, 2+10E
MAP 1C

1194942, N/2
L. 21, C. XVI
39+4ON, 1+70E
MAP 1C

1156654, S/2
L. 18, C. XV
22+75N, 1+95E
MAP IB

1194942, N/2
L. 21, C. XVI

41+3ON, 0+9OW
MAP 1C

1194943, S/2
L. 22, C. XVI
41+08N, 4+40W
MAP 1C

1194943, S/2
L. 22, C. XVI
41+1ON, 5+68U
MAP 1C

1194943, S/2
L. 22, C. XVI
42+O8N, 5+45W
MAP 1C

1194943, N/2
L. 22, C. XVI
42+25N, 1+68U
MAP 1C
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SAMPLE TYPE/ BOLD
WIDTH ppb
m •^^••^^^ \

rap, 1.2 m 3O

float, 157
1.2*1.0*0.3 m
subangular

float, 14
0.4*0.3*0.1 m
angular

float, 13
O.3*O.3*0.3 m
subangular

rep. l.O m 19

float, 246
0.4*0.4*0.4 m

angular, several
pieces.

grab, 2.0 m 13

grab, 2.0 m 18

grab, O. 7 m 1O

grab, O. 4 m 13

-

DESCRIPTION

greywacke with Tr-2OX
stringered py.

rusty , sheared meta 
sediment with minor
quartz stringers ^cm
wide, muscovite clots,

brecciated mafic meta 
volcanic with fine 
grained , Fe— carbonate
altered matrix, Tr. py

qtz— feld— biotite schist
* quartz stringers ^cm
wide, 3-5X clotty py.

amphibplite-rich mafic
metavolcanic with rusty
crystalline quartz
stringers -^lcm wide,
Tr. py.

sugary, medium— grained
quartz filled fractures

in mafic metavolcanics,
grey— white quartz, 15X
py-
metasediment with weak
shear related quartz,
OX py in wall rock +
quartz .

siliceous magnetite-
rich metasediment,
sugary textured, 3OX
semimassive bands of
magnetite.

chlorite/biotite- rich
metavolcanic cut by
^cm wide, white quartz
veins, Tr. py.

metasediment with 40 cm
wide qtz vein, OX py
vein, moderate Fe-
carb. along contacts.
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No.

69719

CLAIM No., SAMPLE TYPE/ 
LQT/CONC., WIDTH 
GRID COOR., (netres) 
HAP REFER.

6972Q

69721

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22N, 1+70E 
MAP IB, TR-3

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22IM, 1+70E 
MAP IB, TR-3

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22N, 1+7OE 
MAP IB, TR-3

chip. 0.15 m

GOLD 
ppb

36O9

chip. 0.15 in 4010

chip. O.15 m 4208

69722

69723

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22N, 1+71E 
MAP IB, TR-3

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22N, 1+71E 
MAP IB, TR-3

chip. l.O m 334

chip. O.2 m 1729

69724

69725

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+22N, 1+71E 
MAP IB, TR-3

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+20N, 1+70E 
MAP IB, TR-3

chip. O.15 m 38

chip. O.3 m 1196

DESCRIPTION

rusty, strongly sheared 
mafic metavolcanic?, 
moderately chloritized, 
OX quartz nodules, Tr.
py-
rusty, strongly sheared 
mafic metavolcanic?, 
moderately chloritized, 
OX quartz nodules, Tr. 
py, adjacent to 69719.

rusty, strongly sheared 
mafic metavolcanic?, 
moderately chloritized, 
material against quartz 
vein, clotty chlorite 
with quartz nodules, 
OX py, adjacent to 
69720.

rusty, crystalline 
quartz vein in shear, 
local clotty py and 
weathered vugs, Tr-5X

py-
very sheared and 
gossaned mafic me t a  
volcanic against vein, 
clots of chlorite with 
quartz stringers, 
muscovite along 
fractures, ^CIOX coarse 
clotty py.

mafic metavolcanic cut 
by quartz stringers 
^ cm wide, associated 
clots of chlorite, 
strong Fe carbonate 
alteration, Tr. py.

sheared mafic meta 
volcanic rock against 
quartz vein, strong Fe  
carb, alteration, clots 
of chlorite + quartz 
stringers, clotty py 
OX.
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No.

169O1

169O2

CLAIM No., 
LOT/COMC., 
GRID COGR., 
HAP REFER.

1156654, S/2 
L.18, C.XV 
22+2ON, 1+7OE 
MAP IB, TR-3

1156654, S/2 
L.13, C.XV 
22+20N, 1+69E 
MAP IB, TR-3
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SAHPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
(aetres)

chip. O.3 m

ppb

268

chip. O.2 m 577

169O3

16904

169O5

16906

16907

169O8

169O9

1194943, N/2 
L.22, C.XVI 
45+O5N, 0+27W 
MAP 1C

1194943, N/2 
L.22, C.XVI 
45+O5N, 0+27W 
MAP 1C

1194942, N/2 
L.21, C.XVI 
41+2ON, 2+23E 
MAP 1C

1194942, N/2 
L.21, C.XVI 
41+20N, 2+23E 
MAP 1C

1194942, N/2 
L.21, C.XVI 
41+02N, O+92E 
MAP 1C

1194973, S/2 
L.16, C.XIV 
1O+SON, O+6OE 
MAP 1A

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+7IN, O+07W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

grab, 2.O m

rep., O.25 m

float,
O.5*O.4*0.4 m 
subrounded, 
in ditch.

float,
O.8*O.5*O.4 in 
angular

float,
0.2*0.2*0.1 m 
angular

float,
O.1*O.1*0.1 m 
angular, many 
small pieces.

rep., O.7 m

19

1O6

43

263

126

DESCRIPTION

sheared mafic meta  
volcanic rock against 
quartz vein, strong Fe  
carb, -i- chlorite 
alteration.

sheared mafic meta  
volcanic rock against 
quartz vein, strong Fe  
carb. * chlorite 
alteration, very 

. gossaned, "CIOX clotty 
PY-

Fe carb. + quartz in 
sheared greywacke, 
patchy chlorite, O7. 
disseminated py with 
Fe carb, alteration.

quartz/ankerite vein 
25 cm wide filling 
shear in greywacke, 
OX patchy py in qtz.

mafic metavolcanic with 
thin quartz stringers * 
lenses, 5-3OX fine- 
disseminated * 
stringered py, Tr. po, 
Tr. cpy.

white, crystalline 
quartz * Fe carbonate, 
rusty along fractures, 
^6 fine py.

white, crystalline 
quartz, ^7. patchy py, 
Tr. native copper.

rusty quartz with many 
weathered sulphide 
vugs, ^OX py?

rusty * weak fractured 
metasedimentary schist, 
HtlSX patchy to 
stringered py, white 
quartz vein ^5cm wide 
with 3O-6O7. py.
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1691O

16911

16912

16913

16914

16915

16916

16917

16918

CLAIM No., 
LOT/CONC., 
GRID COOR., 
HAP REFER.

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+7IN, O+O7W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, 5/2 
L.2O, C.XVI 
34+71N, O+07W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, S/2 
L.2O, C.XVI 
34+7IN, 0+O7W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, 5/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+71N, O+O8W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+71N, O+O8W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+89S, 1+2OW 
MAP 1A, TR-4

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+89S, 1+2OW 
MAP 1A, TR-4

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+S9S, 1+21W 
MAP 1A, TR-4

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+895, 1+21W 
MAP 1A, TR-4
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SAMPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
(metres)

rsp., O.3 m

rep., O.15 m

rep., O.2 m

rep., O.2 m

GOLD 
ppb

8

44

27O3

6218

rep. l.O m 342

rep., O.5 m 345

rep. 0.3 m 25

rep. 0.2 m

DESCRIPTION

rep., O.I m

sheared muscovite/ 
biotite with *ClOcm wide 
white, muscovite-rich 
quartz vein, Tr. py.

sheared muscovite/ 
biotite contacting with 
grey blue quartz vein, 
rusty, Tr. py.

blue grey, fine grained 
sugary quartz vein with 
fragments of wallrock, 
57. As.

sugary quartz + sheared 
contact with metased., 
strong silicification 
to wallrock, 1OX py, 
O'/. As.

fine grained metased., 
minor shear planes, 
strong silicification 
to wallrock, 1OX py, 
OTt As.

fine grained metased., 
cut by *:i5cm mafic dike 
thin layer of chlorite/ 
biotite along fractures 
and cleavages, Tr.-5X 
stringered to dissent. 
PV-

strongly sheared 
chlorite/biotite schist 
very soft rock, weak Fe 
carbonate alteration, 
rusty nodules ^cm wide

1485 white to red medium  
17O g/t Ag quartz, granular, 
97O g/t Pb As in *:icm wide bands, 

230O g/t Zn intermingled py O'/., 
Tr. fine galena, Tr. 
sphalerite?.

445 very gossaned + sheared 
12 g/t Ag mica-filled seam within 
9O g/t Pb quartz vein, Tr. py, 
2OO g/t Zn Tr. As, gossaned vugs.
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No.

16919

1692O

16921

16922

16923

16924

16925

16926

16927

CLAIM No., 
LDT/CONC., 
GRID COOR-, 
HAP REFER.

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+89S, 1+21W 
MAP 1A, TR-4

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+89S, 1+21W 
MAP 1A, TR-4

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
3+89S, 1+21W 
MAP 1A, TR-4

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
5+5OS, 1+75W 
MAP 1A, TR-5

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
5+5OS, 1+75W 
MAP 1A, TR-5

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
5+50S, 1+75W 
MAP 1A, TR-5

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
5+50S, 1+75W 
MAP 1A, TR-5

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
5+5OS, 1+74W 
MAP 1A, TR-5

1150984, S/2 
L.14, C.XIII 
4+50S, 1+62W 
MAP 1A

-24-

SAMPLJE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
(metres)

rep., O.25 m

SOLD 
ppb

DESCRIPTION

rep. 0.3 m

grab, from 
rubble pile.

rep., O.l m

rep., O.3 m

rep., O.45 m

rep., O.I m

rep., 1.1 m

float,
O.3*O.3*O.3 m 
angular, several 
pieces.

99O contact of metasediment 
13 g/1 Ag + vein, 5OX qtz, <2Z 

12O g/t Pb chlorite in contact, 
24O g/t Zn qtz is layered by 2OX 

As/py, Tr. galena.

16 weakly sheared + silic 
ified metasediment, 
OK patchy/stringered
py-

1792 rusty red, granular qtz 
well mineralized with 
As and py

7366 shear zone cutting
schistosity of metased, 
strong foliation, ^cm 
wide quartz/As vein in 
shear.

256 metasedimentary 'wedge' 
between shears, 1-3X 
clotty to stringered py 
over width, Tr-5X As in 
a well foliated zone 
<lOcm wide against chl/ 
biotite shear.

185 shear zone with chl/bio 
muscovite, weak Fs-carb 
shear trends same meta  
sediments, quartz vein 
a well foliated zone 
lOcm wide in shear.

1792 quartz vein, white,
crystalline, well min 
eralized with ^OX fine 
muscovite.

8 fractured metased,
fine hornblende, chl/ 
bio/muse, in fractures, 
weak Fe-carb, Tr. py.

8 white to rusty quartz, 
crystalline, 4OX fine 
tourmaline.
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No.

16928

16929

1693O

16931

16932

CLAIM No., 
LOT/CONC., 
GRID COOR., 
MAP REFER.

115O9B4, S/2 
L.14, C.XII 
7+75S, 2+27W 
MAP 1A, TR-6

115O984, S/2 
L.14, C.XII 
7+75S, 2+27W 
MAP 1A, TR-6

1156653, S/2 
L.2O, C.XVI 
34+7IN, O+08W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+71N, O+OSW 
MAP 1C, TR-2

1156653, S/2 
L.20, C.XVI 
34+71N, O+O8W 
MAP 1C, TR-2

-25-

SAHPLE TYPE/ 
WIDTH 
(Metres)

rep., O.35 m

DESCRIPTION
ppb

626

rep. 2.5 m

grab, from 
rubble pile.

grab, O.4 m

rep., O.I m

sugary wispy quartz 
vein fragments in meta 
sediment, zone cut by 
mafic dike, < iO*/. py in 
disseminated to clotty 
fracture controlled.

57 metasediment schist,
occasional fracture or 
stringer of py.

18,178 sugary, rusty-red
quartz, type not seen 
in trench, 3OX As.

15 selected sample of 
mica rich shear in 
trench, rusty.

1O8 white, crystalline 
quartz vein in mice 
rich shear, ^OX 
fine muscovite in 
quartz.

IV. DESCRIPTION TRENCHING AND BOLD

During September and October of 1993, 5 new trenches were dug 
and 2 previously constructed trenches were expanded on several of the 
gold occurrences on the property. The locations, plans and assay 
results of this work are appended to this report. The plans are at a 
scale of 1:1OO or 1:5O.

/BLACK RIVER NORTH ZONE 
LOT 20, CONC. XVI, S.1/2 
SOI156653
36+54N, O+7OE TO 36+94N, O+82E 
TR-1, HAP 1C

Four trenches follow a fine grained felsic dike over a distance 
of 4O m. The dike trends N25*U and only slightly cuts the schistosity 
of surrounding greywacke. The dike dips 58-68*W and is up to 1.5 m 
wide. The surrounding metasediments trend N35" W and dip SE at 5O-6Z.

Metasediments within O.5 m on either side of the dike are weak to
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Several phases of quartz veining are exposed in the trenches:

1.3 Medium grained sugary quartz along the dike/metasediment contact. 
The vein is pinched and swelled along strike and is not present in 
every trench. It is well mineralized with arsenopyrite and contains 
angular fragments of metasediment wallrock. Samples of the vein have 
returned 4.5 g/t Au/O.55 m and 56.8 g/t Au in a grab sample.

2.] Fine grained, blue grey quartz mineralized with arsenopyrite and 
pyrite in sheared greywacke along the contact. This type of quartz can 
be in the form of a distinct vein or as stringers and silicification 
associated with the shearing. Samples taken of this type of quartz in 
vein form returned 921 ppb Au/0.25 m and a sample of silicification 
with chlorite and shearing along the contact showed 1238 ppb Au/0.3 m.

3.3 White-crystalline, pyrite-bearing quartz veins in the 
metasedintents. These veins are boudined along strike. Samples of this 
quartz did not show any gold.

4.3 White crystalline, muscovite-rich quartz confined to the felsic 
dike. No gold was detected when sampled.

A biotite-muscovite filled fracture of unknown relationship is 
exposed in the most northern trench and is cut be the dike. This 
structure returned low values of 1O8 ppb Au/O.5 m.

BLACK RIVER NORTH BOULDER OCCURRENCE
LOT 20, CONC. XVI, S.1/2
SO1156653
37+S7N, 1+05E TO 37+95N, 1+O3E
HAP 1C

Prospecting in 1992 led to the discovery of approximately 12 
various sized boulders in glacial drift very close to a flooded 
section of the Black River. The boulders are angular to subangular and 
up to l.O*O.5tO.3 m in dimension. They consist of sugary and grey to 
blue-smoky quartz veins and silicification in greywacke and related 
sediments. The quartz and alteration is well mineralized by 
arsenopyrite and pyrite and is very similar in appearance to 
mineralization exposed in the trenches at the Black River North Zone. 
7 samples have been taken from some of the float and results range 
from 287 ppb Au to 3O59 ppb Au. An attempt to trench the area was 
abandoned because of water seepage.

Another piece of float of identical mineralization was found at 
39-1-4ON, 1+75E. The piece also occurs in glacial moraine type tills. A 
sample of the float assayed 1644 ppb Au (Diliman, 1992).

The float occurrences give evidence that mineralization found at 
the Black River North Zone may extend 25O m north. This is supported 
by the results of soil sampling and the trend of rock units in the 
area.
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CHRISTIE ZOUC
LOT 2O, CONC. XVI S.1/2
SO11566S3
34+62N, O+1OH TO 34+87N, O+11H
TR-2, HAP 1C

Two trenches 15 m apart expose several shears up to l m wide in 
greywacke and argillaceous metasediments. The shears trend between BO- 
120* and dip from 60S to vertical. Surrounding wallrock trends 
8O-13S" and dip south to southwest at 3O-62\

The Christie Zone is similar to the Black River North Zone 
although no felsic dikes have been observed. Sheared metasediments are 
fractured or Jointed, veined, silicified and chlorite has developed on 
cleavages. Fine biotite and muscovite occur with the shearing.

There are several types of quartz in the trenches:

1.1 Fine grained sugary quartz mineralized with arsenopyrite. This 
type of vein is only exposed in the southeast trench but it is very 
similar in texture to the type l quartz found at the Black River North 
Zone. A chip sample of the vein exposed in the southeast trench 
assayed 2.7 g/t Au/O.3 m. A grab sample of a loose piece of similar 
quartz found during trenching assayed 18.1 g/t Au.

2.] Fine grained, sugary to crystalline, grey white quartz 
forming as veinlets and matrix material around fragments of wallrock. 
This type of quartz also occurs as silicification in the sheared 
wallrock surrounding the veins. The quartz is well mineralized with 
arsenopyrite and weaker pyrite. 2 samples of the breccia vein material 
from each trench assayed 1.6 g/t Au/O.2 m and 6.2 g/t Au/O.2 m. 
Samples of 2 parallel shears in the north trench that show weak to 
moderate silicification, chlorite and arsenopyrite assayed 
1263 ppb Au/O.S m and 1225 ppb Au/O.6 m.

3.3 White, crystalline quartz well-mineralized with fine muscovite. 
This type of quartz is associated with mica rich rock found with 
shearing in the south trench. This mica rich rock is composed of fine 
muscovite, chlorite and weak biotite. It is a very soft rock, greasy 
on a dry surface and in some respects, similar to talc. 3 samples of 
the quartz and surrounding rock assayed less than 44 ppb Au.

The Christie Zone occurs on a strong magnetic anomaly and 
coincident VLF crossover. The trend of the geophysical response has 
been traced 55O m. Soil samples taken along the trend show elevated 
levels of gold in soils directly over the geophysical responses.

BLACK RIVER SOUTH ZONE
LOT 19, CONC. XV, N.l/2
LOT 2O, CONC. XVI, S.1/2
S01156653
3O+OON, O+7SE TO 33+5ON, O+BOE
HAP 1C

Gold is associated with arsenopyrite in grey to white fracture- 
related quartz veining, silicification and shearing exposed in several 
outcrops over a distance of 35O m along the Black River. These 
outcrops consist of NW trending, SW dipping quartz-feldspar-biotite
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rich greywacke and argillaceous metasediments. Fine grained felsic 
dikes and fine grained mafic dikes have intruded parallel to 
schistosity. The dikes appear to post date gold bearing 
mineralization.

The mineralization in this zone is similar to other geld 
occurrences in the area. No trenching has been preformed on this zone 
nor has it been tested by soil sampling. Geophysics defines a 45O m 
long mag/VLF target coincident with gold-bearing outcrops.

Samples of the outcrops have shown low gold values. The best chip 
sample of quartz assayed 847 ppb Au/l.O m (Diliman, 1791). A grab 
sample by Christie (1992) assayed 12O1 ppb Au and a similar sample 
taken ISO m along strike assayed 1O97 ppb Au/ O.35 m (Dillman, 1992).

LOT 18, CONC. XV, Sl/2
SO1156654
22+2ON, 1+6OE
TR-3, HAP IB, FI6URE-S 11, 12 ft 13

A pit exposes a white, crystalline quartz vein in mafic 
metavolcanic rocks (Figure 11). The vein strikes N3'E, dips 66*E and 
cuts the surrounding NW trend of geology. It is up to l.O m wide and 
is broken and offset along joint plains thus, giving the vein a blocky 
appearance. The joints trend N6O*W, dip vertically. They possibly 
represent the last phase of structural movement.

Mallrock along the sides of the vein is mineralized by clotty 
chlorite, pyrite, thin stringers and blebs of quartz and weak to 
moderate Fe-carbonate alteration. Jointing also cuts the sheared 
wallrock.

Gold appears to be associated with the shearing and alteration 
within the wallrock rather than the vein. 3 consecutive samples of the 
sheared wallrock along the west contact averaged 3.9 g/t Au/O.45 m. 
A grab sample also taken from this contact assayed 21.9 g/ t Au. 
A sample of the contact on the opposite side of the vein assayed 1729 
ppb Au/O.2 m. One sample of the vein showed 334 ppb Au/l.O m.

i A detailed magnetic survey established that the pit is situated 
on a circular shaped magnetic low although the low is next to an 
oddly-shaped magnetic high (Figure 12). The anomalies were detected 

l over both metasedimentary rocks and mafic metavolcanics. No 
1 explanation for anomalous readings could be explained in the field but 

it is possible the outline of magnetics is a result of folding and/or 
faulting.

Soil samples were collected over the area surrounding the pit 
(Figure 13). Soil samples taken 1O m directly on strike with the vein 
returned anomalous gold values up to 3x background (assumed to be 
O ppb Au). The sampling also defined a second anomaly trending for 
55 m SE from the pit. This anomaly coincides with the trend of

: anomalous magnetic readings and may following the 
metavolcanic/metasedimentary contact. The strongest value detected in 
the soil anomaly is SO ppb Au and occurs a magnetic environment

|~ similar to that detected at the pit.



JOLY 12,.1995

TO: MINING RECORDER
ATTENTION: DAWN JOLLYNORE 
RM M2-17, MACDONALD BLOCK 
900 BAY STREET 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 
PHONE 416 314-3762 
PAX 416 314-3789

PROM: ROBERT DILLMAN
42 SPRINGBANK DRIVE 
LONDON, ONTARIO 
PHONE 519 645-2612 
PAX 519 645-2612

M

l PAGE TOTAL 

DAWN :

CONCERNING CORRECTING THE DEFICIENCIES IN WORK REPORT 
W9590.00037, HERE ARE THE DATES POR TRENCHING ON MY GRIMSTHORPE 
CLAIMS:

TRENCH
TR-1
TR-1
TR-3
TR-3
TR-2
TR-2
TR-4
TR-4
TR-5
TR-5
TR-6

NOV 22, 1993 TO JAN. 7, 1994: REPORT

DATE
SEPT
SEPT
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.
OCT.

. 24

. 25
10,
11,
21,
22,
25,
26,
27,
28,
30,

, 1993
, 1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993

CLAIM NUMBER
1156653
1156653
1156654
1156654
1156653
1156653
1150984
1150984
1150984
1150984
1150984

HOURS WORKED 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
6

TRENCHING HAS PREPORMED MANUALLY USING A SHOVEL 
TRENCHING WAS CONDUCTED BY ROBERT DILLMAN.

AND PICK. ALL

ilLLMAN 
JLAIM HOLDER

I'd 13:01 S6, 2 1 Tlf
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HERON POND NORTH ZONE
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, S.1/2
SO115O986
2+OON, O-H8W TO 2+8ON, O+2OE
MAP 1A

T h: f? H-3'"^n Poncl North Zoiss defines an area where gc-1 ri v slue. 5 hive 
bL?-~n detected in float and soil but not ir. outcrop. The area e j-.*, s r d s 
NW for 13O m and follows between the base of a hill and ti-.i? s.'irs^e o f a 
long NW trending swamp. Patchy outcrops of quartz -f sl-iispar—bi:;ti re 
5--. hists, greywacke and argillaceous meta-^Ediments and j.arbles follow 
the base of the 5; l ope. Mofic metavolcanic rocks outcrop along the 
slope? and along the shore of the swamp in the NW regions of the zone.

Several various-sized boulders of metasedimentary rnck wsre 
located be-1 ween the slope? and within the swamp that have returned odd 
valuer, up to 1.3 g/t Au. It is believed that the immediate ,ire?a is tre 
sou ree- of the? fi oa t.

The boulder j a^e mineralized wit.h greyish—granular quartz, 
ar-:r-enopyri ttr- and pyrite. The mineralization is identical ho that fo:. nd 
at. 'jot.h Black River occurrences and t~e Chris Lie Zone. i*"ora 
iinportan tly, this mineralization is identical to that occurring within 
the? Heron Pond South Zone located 5OO m 3E.

Soil samples collected within the area appear to confirm ths 
presence of Line::pose?d gold mineralization between the swamp and the: 
base of the slope. Gold values up to 14x background (assumsd to be 
'5 ppb Au) define a strong soil anomaly trending NW for at least 
j.50 m. This is r.he same trend ?.-s the matasedimentary unit. Also, rcmt 
of the higher gold values coincide with local magnetic anomalies.

HERON POND SOUTH ZONE 
L. 14, CONC. XII, N.l/2 
L. 14, CONC. XIII, S.1/2 
SO115O984
3+8OS, H-27w TO 8+7OS, 2+75W 

y TR-4, TR-5, TR-6, MAP 1A

F" oat occurrences and several trenches follow a NW trn-nding unit 
of rusty metasedimentary SL-.hists and mafic meta volcar ic roc t s for a 
distance over 600 m. The iTista-redimt-ntary unit is poorly exposed rir;ce 
it follows a swamp-filled l i.neament. Ths? unit is between 25-5O m wide 
and dips moderately W-SW. r^ei tr- rr.edifT;^-ritB consist of quartz — feldsjjar-- 
bic-tj.tc rich schists, grGyiwacr.s and argillite. "arblc-s occur locally 
,t;lo:i;j the NE contact with the Hisvtavol Crtn i cs. Fine-graiiicd .T;afic di'.c?5 
and f in5-^ra:.nijd fplsic dikss trend across ':he unit in a E-lv 
di i -?r. tion .

Schistosity mc^isureiatPRts alorsg the mcL-tasS'difflsntary unit range 
from 6O tc 120" and have been influenced by several structural phases. 
Along strike, the unit ^hows evidence of being offset by right—lateral 
structures trending -.t 7Cf and by a weaker sez-t orientated st 1OO". 
Opposing movements irs ^: left-lateral manner occurred along the trend 
of the metasediment ts which caused the unit to be twisted so tnrit it 
noi-j has an en echelon type structure along the unit's trend. This 
left-lateral movement appears to have? offset several of the felsic 
dikes.
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HERON POND NORTH ZONE
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, S. 1/2
SO115O986
2+OON, 0+18U TD 2+BON, O+2OE
HAP 1A

{ The Heron Pond North Zone defines an area where gold values have 
i been detected in float and soil but not in outcrop. The area extends

NW for ISO m and follows between the base of a hill and the shore of a 
r" long NW trending swamp. Patchy outcrops of quartz-feldspar-biotite 
i schists, greywacke and argillaceous metasediment s and marbles follow

the base of the slope. Mafic metavolcanic rocks outcrop along the 
,M slope and along the shore of the swamp in the NW regions of the zone.
i

Several various-sized boulders of metasedimentary rock were 
located between the slope and within the swamp that have returned gold 

r" values up to 1.3 g/t Au. It is believed that the immediate area is the 
i source of the float.

p The boulders are mineralized with greyish-granular quartz, 
i arsenopyrite and pyrite. The mineralization is identical to that found

at both Black River occurrences and the Christie Zone. More 
^ importantly, this mineralization is identical to that occurring within

the Heron Pond South Zone located 5OO m SE.

Soil samples collected within the area appear to confirm the"
" presence of unex posed gold mineralization between the swamp and the

r

base of the slope. Gold values up to 14x background (assumed to be 
O ppb Au) define a strong soil anomaly trending NW for at least 
ISO m. This is the same trend as the metasedimentary unit. Also, some 
of the higher gold values coincide with local magnetic anomalies.

HERON POND SOUTH ZONE 
L. 14, CONC. XII, N.l/2 
L. 14, CONC. XIII, S.1/2 
SO115O9B4
3+80S, 1+27W TO B+7OS, 2+75H 

yTR-4, TR-5, TR-6, HAP 1A

Float occurrences and several trenches follow a NW trending unit 
of rusty metasedimentary schists and mafic metavolcanic rocks for a 
distance over 6OO m. The metasedimentary unit is poorly exposed since 
it fallows a swamp-filled lineament. The unit is between 2S-5O m wide 
and dips moderately W—SW. Metasediments consist of quartz-feldspar- 
bio t i te rich schists, greywacke and argillite. Marbles occur locally 
along the NE contact with the metavolcanics. Fine-grained mafic dikes 
and fine—grained felsic dikes trend across the unit in a E—W 
direction.

Schistosity measurements along the metasedimentary unit range 
from 6O to 12O" and have been influenced by several structural phases. 
Along strike, the unit shows evidence of being offset by right-lateral 
structures trending at 7O* and by a weaker set orientated at l OCT. 
Opposing movements in a left-lateral manner occurred along the trend 
of the metasediments which caused the unit to be twisted so that it 
now has an en echelon type structure along the unit's trend. This 
left-lateral movement appears to have offset several of the felsic 
diki
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Along the zone, gold-bearing mineralization exposed in the 
trenches is confined to parallel and en echelon vein/shear structures. 
There is an association with arsenopyrite and to a lesser extent, 
pyrite. Mineralization is identical to gold-bearing mineralization at: 
Heron Pond North Zone, all of the Black River Zones and the Christie 
Zone.

Quartz veins and shears range in width from a few centimetres to 
a little more than l m wide. There are multiple shears and veins 
across strike. As with other gold occurrences on the property there 
are several types of quartz and alteration with the shearing. Gold 
values vary with type.

I.] White to rusty—red, medium to coarse—grained granular quartz in 
veins well mineralized with arsenopyrite. Veins have returned assay 
values of 5525 ppb Au/O.3 m and several grab samples of float have 
shown up to 21,6OO ppb Au. There is usually some degree of 
silicification to the wallrock surrounding veins. A quartz vein 
exposed on L.4S is mineralized with galena and sphalerite and averaged 
121O ppb Au, B2 g/t Ag, 5O2 g/t Pb and 1167 g/t Zn over O.45 m.

2. J Greyish-blue sugary and crystalline quartz mineralized with 
arsenopyrite and pyrite. This type of quartz can form as veins up to 
1O—15 cm wide and as silicification in wallrock in zones up to 1m 
wide in wallrock surrounding veins. Pyrite and chlorite fill 
crosscutting fractures that offset these veins. The fractures maybe 
related to larger crosscutting structures. This type of grey quartz 
can surround veins of coarse—granular quartz as described above thus, 
increasing mineralized widths. Assays of veins and alteration of this 
t y pa have returned values of 1579 ppb Au/O.5 m and up to 3.9 g/t Au in 
grab.

3.] Whitish-crystalline, muscovite-rich quartz in mica—rich shears. 
This type of vein/structure has been observed in at least 2 trenches 
along the Heron Pond South Zone and is similar to the mica—rich shears 
in the Christie Zone and the Black River North Zone. Veins of this 
type are well-mineralized with fine—muscovite, they do not appear to 
have any sulphide associated with them and the wallrock is very 
similar to talc although it consists almost entirely of muscovite, 
biotite and chlorite. Only one significant value of 1792 ppb Au/O.l m 
was obtained from quartz.

The relationship between the mica—rich rock and the 
gold/arsenopyrite mineralization has not been established but the 
2 types appear at several occurrences on the property. The contrast 
between the types of shear—related mineralization suggest that there 
may have been multiple phases of shear—related hydrothermal activity 
along the metasediments.

Along the Heron Pond South Zone there are magnetic anomalies and 
VLF cross-overs with the gold occurrences. These geophysical targets 
coincide with metasedimentary unit and provide strong evidence that 
the Heron Pond South Zone extends 5OO m NW under the swamp to the area 
of the Heron Pond North Zone. If this is true then the entire zone 
would have a strike length of 13OO m.

Soil sampling along the zone has confirmed the presence of gold 
mineralization but the results have been greatly influenced by soil
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; conditions. Between the occurrences on lines 4S and S+5OS glacial
tills blanket outcrops and may have masked any underlying gold

p- occurrences. In areas were overburden is shallow and the formation cf
! sails resulted from outcrop weathering and forest growth, gold values
' were elevated quite considerably thus making soil sampling a useful

tool to further evaluate the zone. There also seems to be an
association between higher gold-soil values and magnetic anomalies

: along the metasedimentary unit.

r-
. IV. SOIL SAMPLING PROGRAM

SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Between October 13 and October 31, 1993, 145 'B* horizon soil 
^ samples were collected from the property. Currently, this brings to a 
r~ total of 273 soil samples collected from the property; 128 samples 

were collected by Christie, 1992.

•f~~ Samples taken during the 1993 program have been collected by
( R. Diliman of London, Ontario. Samples were collected using a shovel.

During the 1993 program, samples were taken at 1O m, 12.5 m and - 25 m 
fm. intervals at 5 separate locations on the property. Locations and 
: results of this program, including Christie's 1992 results, are

plotted on ls2,5OO compilation maps appended to this report (Map 4A
and 4B).r~

Samplec taken in the field consisted of rusty-red to reddish- 
brown, 'B' horizon material of either: 

r-
i 1. Silty to sandy forest loam, usually on shallow outcrop and

frequently containing locally sourced rock fragments.

: 2. Glacial tills of moraine type, generally made up both local
and distal rock material. In several areas thin loam soils
overlay till.r-

: 3. Fluvial-deposited sand and gravels. These soils are
associated with recent movements of the Black River and 

f— surface feeder-streams.

Distinction between areas of the 3 dominate soil types have been 
^. platted on the accompanying soil maps.

The combination of the various processes involved in forming 
different soils and the effect of ground water movement through the

*~ different soil types has played an important factor on interpretation 
l of results. Loams sampled during the 1993 survey returned the best 

values of gold and are the most trusted results since formation of 
r~ this soil type is largely dependant on in-situ processes rather than 
! transportational methods.
*

p. Samples from both soil programs were analyzed for gold by a fire 
! assay — atomic absorption technique. Samples collected during the 1993

program were sent to Accurassay Laboratories in Kirkland, Ontario.
Samples collected by Christie (1992) were analyzed at Barringer 

"" Laboratories in Mississauga, Ontario.
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Assay certificates of the 1793 soil program preformed by Diliman 
are appended to this report-

COMPARISON OF RESULTS BETWEEN THE 1993 AND THE 1992 PROGRAM

To correlate and compare between the two soil surveys 8 soil 
samples were collected during the 1993 program from identical 
locations sampled during Homestake's 1992 program.

Both surveys show many gold values ranging from < 5 ppb and 
upwards. In comparison, the 8 duplicate samples of the 1993 program 
are generally lower than Christie's 1992 samples. A closer comparison 
of results and soil type however, shows that differences between 
sample duplicates in forest loams are only slight and may be neglected 
where as, differences in duplicates taken in fluvial sands and gravels 
are so wide spread that no correlation can be made.

Comparing further, the overall results show that Christie's 1992 
results are erratic and demonstrate no consistency in gold values 
along lines or between lines, thus making it difficult to define a 
background range of gold in soils for his survey. Results of the 1993 
program however, appear to establish a background of < 5 ppb Au 
through consistency of gold values along lines. These results also 
outline anomalous soils by 'peaking' in areas proximal to bedrock 
occurrences of gold.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

BLACK RIVER NORTH ZONE

Samples between lines 34+OON to 38+OON were taken at 12.5 m 
j— intervals along SO m spaced lines. Sampling in this area was also 

preformed by Christie (1992).

Soil sampling results for the 1993 program outline several
P* distinct soil anomalies within the area covered by sampling. These
1 anomalies consist of soils with a gold content between 2 and 12x

background (background assumed: O ppb Au) including one significant
r" value of 12Ox background.
; *

Soil anomalies in the Black River North Zone are reasonably
r-. l inear and cross several lines. Along these? lines the anomalies may be
! several stations wide (+12.5 m). Outcrops proximal to the soil

anomalies consist of metasadimentary schists or anomalous soils occur
close to the metasedimeiitary-mafic metavolcanin contact.

i. Gold has been noted in bedrock and float in areas of anomalous 
samples. Anomalies also coincide with magnetic highs, lows and VLF 
cross—overs.

r

r

r
GOPHER ZONE

Sampling in this area was conducted at 1O m intervals on lines 
spaced 2O m apart and orientated at NIQCPE. The sampling was centred 
on the gold occurrence at 22+2ON, 1+6OE. A detailed plan of this 
sampling is presented in Figure 13.
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Gold values up to 3 x the assumed background l s? ve l of < 5 ppb we r a 
taken at a distance of 1O m in either direction on strike of the gold 

r" occurrence. Sampling dafinod a second related anomaly trending SE from 
j the showing for a di&tance of 6O m. This direction is consistent with 

the trend of rock units of the immediate area.

f Outcrop exposure is limited along the anomaly but it appears to 
' occur over metasedimentary schists or close to the meitavolcanic

contact. It has peak—values of lOx background and is coincident with 
P" magnetic variations in the rock. Results also suggest that the anomaly 
I is stronger towards the SE and has an open strike extension in this

direction.
J

l

1 L .7+50N - L.B+OON

, . In this area, samples were taken at 25 .m intervals on two
f separate lines spaced 5O m apart. Samples were taken as a follow—up on

anomalous samples collected by Christie (1992), Several boulders of
~? metasedimentary rock in this area showed slightly anomalous gold

j values when assayed.

r- Results of the 1993 program located soils with gold values up to
: lOx background. Soils in the area consist shallow loam and till on
: mafic metavolcanic outcrop. Anomalous soils occur close to a VLF

cross—over.r-
i
i Sampling could not define any anomalies consistent with the local 

geological trend (assumed at roughly 12O") but an E-W trending and 
r~~ l inear anomaly was outlined. This orientation is consistent with 
J structural measurements and topographical features. Some of these 

features appear to be offsetting geological units.

HERON POND NORTH

Sampling covered a distance of 15O m along the trend of poorly
f" exposed mafic metavolcanic and metasedimentary outcrops. Within this
: area several boulders of greywacke with quartz have been found that

show gold values when assayed. It is believed this float may represent
r- an extension of the gold mineralization in the Heron Pond South Zone.

Sampling was conducted at intervals of 12.5 m on lines 5O m apart
r- that run between the swamp and the base of a steep south-facing slope
i littered with mafic metavolcanic debris. An old road goes through the
' area. Soil types in the area consist of shallow formations of loam and

till. Both types returned values up to 12 to 14x background.

Some of the highest soil samples were taken over a magnetic high.

r*
f HERON POND SOUTH

Samples were taken at 12.5 m intervals on lines 5O m apart to 
! cover a 45O m trend of metasediments containing several vein and shear 
- related gold occurrences. Only several small outcrops of metasediments 

are exposed. A 2OO m section could not be sampled due to swamp.
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Soil conditions consist of shallow loam or till. Loam—type soils 
adjacent to several gold—bearing outcrops show elevated gold values 
between 3 and 4OOx background. Anomalous scils also occur over 
geophysical targets. Tills along the trend show only slightly elevated 
values. Since they have been transported to the site it is possible 
they are blanketing other bedrock gold occurrences.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND

r™ A number of important similarities exist between all the gold 
i occurrences on the property:

— I.] Gold is associated with arsenopyrite in narrow quartz veins and
f shear zones in me tased intents. The only exception to this is at
' the Gopher Zone where gold is associated with pyrite and shearing

on the margins of a quartz vein.f—

j 2 .J All the occurrences are located in what is believed to be the 
same stratigraphic horizon.

3.] All the occurrences are located in the same distinctive NW
trending topographical lineament. Much of this lineament is
filled by the Black River, river—related sediments and swamp.

i Showings occur on the margins the topographic features so that
' l ittle to no outcrop exposure exists between most of the

showings.P-
[ 4.] All the occurrences are coincident with geophysical 

anomalies although gold-bearing mineralization observed is
•— neither excessive enough nor the type to be causing the 
: geophysical anomalies. Therefore it is assumed that the 

geophysical anomalies represent other properties in the rock 
fm rather than the gold—mineralization. Some correlation does 
. exists though between veining and shearing with respect to
- areas of high and low magnetic variations.

r~ 5.] Soil samples taken around all the showings suggest that strike 
l potentials exist. During the survey, 3 types of soils were 

sampled: loam, tills and fluvial sands and gravel. Tills and 
P* fluvial-related sediments may have masked the detection of 
l underlying bedrock occurrences of gold.

To follow—up on the above similarities it is recommended that the 
^ entire area along the river be tested for gold by soil sampling 
i methods. Samples should be taken at 1O—12.5 m intervals along 25-50 m

spaced lines. To overcome the negative effects of deeper overburden it 
r~ is suggested that a soil auger or an overburden drill be used in areas

of swamp or fluvial sediments. Shallow loams need only to be.sampled
by shovel.

p™
! Further evaluation of the property could be accomplished by 
' trenching around all the occurrences and any positive soil, float or 
^ magnetic anomalies. It is recommended that a back-hoe be used for this 
f~ work since most of the gold showings are located in recessive arsas. 

Outcrops should be cleaned with water and sampled.

f Eventually, all the known gold occurrences should be drilled to 
; test the potential of depth and strike length. One hole should be
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i drilled at each occurrence. Any proposed hole locations should be: 
based on drilling at an inclination of 45" -and anticipating an 
intersection with the target at a SO m vertical depth.r The estimated cost for the above program is as follows: 

F"~ Sample collection, 65O samples @ *1O 6,5OO
*

Analysis (soil A rock) S *14 14,OOOr*
i Sac k hoe St operator @ *5O7hr 2, BOO

r Trench supsrvision/mapping/sampling 1,4OO 
@ *20O7day

Diamond drilling, 57O m e SSO/m 45.&OQ 
^" 7O,30O

Plus contingencies, 20X 14.OOP
/r
, Total *B4.3OO

r

r 
r
r
h

r
r
r

Respectfully submitted,

R.J. Dillman, B.Se. 

4 January 1994

r
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CERTIFICATE

I, ROBERT JAMES DILLMAN, do hereby certify as follows:

r C13 THAT I am a Mining Exploration Geologist, and that I reside 
and carry on business at 42 Springbank Drive, in the City of 
London, Ontario.

J L23 THAT I am a Graduate of the University of Western Ontario, 
' with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Geology, 1992.

l [33 THAT I have been practising my profession as a Geologist 
- since 1992.

P [4] THAT I have been actively engaged as a prospector in Canada 
l since 1978.

r t5] THAT my Report, dated January 4, 1994, on the Black River 
Property of Grimsthorpe Township is based on information 
collected by myself between 1991 and to the date of this 
Report, and from other sources cited in this Report.r [63 THAT I have a 1OOX interest in the Black River Property and
any information given in this Report is as accurate as to

p* the best of my knowledge and THAT I am not making any false 
statements to better the position of the property for 
personal gain.

r

r

Robert J. Dillman, B. Se. 
Geologist

Dated at London, Ontario 
This 4th day of January, 
1994



ACCURASSAY LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF BARRINGER LABORATORIES LIMITED. REXDALE. ONTARIO

BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE. ONTARIO. CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.. (705) 567 3361

P,es,den, D, GEORGE DUNCAN. M * - o

,KI.MC.IC-MRSC,ARCST

47781
Ccrtificotc of

Page: l

November 3 93

Di 11 man, Mr. R' , 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
H6J 1E3

tlc r k Order t t 930110 
Project

SAMPLE 
Accurassay

931133
931134
931135
931136
931137
931138
931139
931140
931141
931142
931142
931143
931144
931145
931146
931147
931148
931149
931150
931151
931151
931152
931153
931154
931154

NUMBERS 
Customer

16901 
16902 
69706 
69707 
69708 
69709 
69710 
69711 
69712 
69713 
69713 
69714 
69715 
69716
69717
69718 
69719 
69720 
69721 
69722 
69722 
69723 
69724 
69725 
69725

Gold
ppb

268 
577 

1238 
921 
108 

30 
157 

14 
13 
15 
19 

246 
13 
18 
10
13 

3609 
4010 
4208 

278 
334 

1729 
38 

1196 
1170

Gold
02 /f

0.008 
0.017 
0.036 
0.027 
0.003 
0.001 
0.005 

^.001 
^.001 
^.001 
0.001 
0.007

< o.ooi
0.001 

^.001
^. 001
0.105 
0.117 
0.122 
0.008
o.oio
0.050 
0.001 
0.035 
0.034

Check

Check

Check

LF-30

Per:



ACCURASSAY LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF BARRINGER LABORATORIES LIMITED. REXDALE. ONTARIO

BOX 426

KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO. CANADA P2N 3J1 
TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN. M.SC.. Ph o. c Chem tom i. c Chem lu K i. MCI c . M H s c . ARC s T

47851 Certificate of Analysis
Page i

Di l loan, Mr. R. 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J 1E3

SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Ci

931280
931281
931282
931283
931284
931285
931286
931287
931288
931289
931289
931290
931291
931292
931293
931294
931295
931296
931297
931298
931298
931299
931300
931301
931302
931303
931304
931305
931306
931307
931307

November 11 93

Work Order i : 930125 
Project

oraer

16903
16904
16905
16906
16907
16908
16909
16910
16911
16912
16912
16913
16914
16915
16916
16917
16918
16919
16920
16921
16921
16922
16923
16924
16925
16926
16927
16928
16929
16930
16930

Gold
ppb

6
<5
19

106
43

263
126

8
44

2703
2574
6218

342
345

25
1485

445
990
16

1782
1792
7366
256
185

1792
8
8

57
626

17842
18178

Gold
Oz/T

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.008
0.004

<0.001
0.001
0.079
0.075
0.181
0.010
0.010
0.001
0.043
0.013
0.029

< 0.001
0.052
0.052
0.214
0.007
0.005
0.052

< 0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.018
0.519
0.529

Check

Check

Check

LF-30 Per: S?JUUU^

ORIGINAL
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A DIVISION OF BARRINGER LABORATORIES LIMITED. REXDALE. ONTARIO

BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE. ONTARIO, CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN, M Se. Ph. o., c. Chem iom i. c. Chem IU.K.I. M.C.I.C.. M.R s c. A.R.C S.T.

47852 Certificate of Rnalysis
Page:

Di liman, Mr. R. 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J 1E3

SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Customer

November 11 93

931308
931309
931309

16931
16932
16932

Work Order i : 930125 
Project

Gold Gold 
ppb Oz/T

15 <0.001
105 0.003
86 0.003 Check

LF-30
Par.

ORIGINAL
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BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN. M.SC.. Ph. o . c Chan (Om i. c Chem IU.K ). M c.i.c.. M.R.S c.. A R c S.T

48848 Certificate of Analysis

Di22man, Mr. R. 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J 1E3

Page: l

December 20

Work Order i 
Project

930125

SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Customer

931294 
931295 
931296

16917 
16918 
16919

Silver 
ppm

170 
12 
13

Lead 
ppm

970 
90 

120

Zinc 
ppm

2300 
200 
240

93

Per:

ORIGINAL
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BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN, M Se. p* D., c Chem iOm i. c. ctiem (U.K.). M.C.I c.. M as c.. A RC ST

47760 Certificate of Analysis
Mr. Robert Di liman 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J IE3 Work Order i:

Page 2
October 26, 1993

930105

ICAP

69701
69702
69703
69704
69705

ICAP

69701
69702
69703
69704
69705

*
Na

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.15

ppm
Sr

3
3
9

16
17

ppm
Ni

19
19
68
80
70

t
Ti

0.01
0.05
0.10
0.04
0.15

ppm
P

170
525
992
731
551

ppm
V

12
24
60
34
78

ppm
Pb

9
3
7
4
8

ppm
H

6
<2
10
10
24

t
l
l 

\

ppm
Sb

<2 0.
<2 0.
12 0.
23 0.
33 0.

ppm
Zn

30
18
42
19
55

,^^\t^/ vA
^ /CHARTEREiA M
f Dr. G .ZJjncr. l ]
D r-  — ——— —T — 7 ~"l9 \ CHEWS7 y ?y\vv s 3J^-^

t
Si

02
02
02
02
02

Lf-30 Per:

ORIGINAL
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BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE. ONTARIO, CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN, M.SC.. P* o . c. cnem iOm i. c tu K.). M.C.I.C.. M R s c . A R esr

47759 Certificate of Analysis
Mr. Robert Di22man 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J 1E3 Work Order t:

Page l 
October 26,

930105

1993

ICAP

69701
69702
69703
69704
69705

ICAP

69701
69702
69703
69704
69705

ICAP

69701
69702
69703
69704
69705

ppm
Ag

0.1
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.7

ppm
Bi

<3
<3
<3
1 3
<3

f
Fe

2.20
2.81
6.08
6.66
7.58

*
Al

0.14
0.70
1.75
0.74
2.15

t
Ca

0.05
0.09
0.21
0.13
0.25

ppm
Hg

t!
(2
2
2
2
^r.

ppm
As

6095
234

5187
>5*
;5*

ppm
Cd

1
1
1
1
1

ppm
La

2
4

19
14
20

* Al -T^^fc.

ppm
Au

<3
<3
<3

N/A
N/A

ppm
Co

4
6

28
38
82

t
Mg

0.07
0.36
0.95
0.31
0.93

ppm
Ba

96
86

114
69

168

ppm
Cr

31
449

42
441
57

ppm
Mn

106
247
300
206
318

ppm
Be

t!
d
d
d
**

ppm
Cu

25
31

104
24
24

ppm
Mo

2
1
6
5
5

/•T /CHART ESED\^\
S Dr. G. Duncan o

————— —— -T IS I

Lf 30

ORIGINAL



ACCURASSAY LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF BARRINGER LABORATORIES LIMITED. REXDALE. ONTARIO

BOX 426
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO. CANADA P2N 3J1 

TEL.: (705) 567-3361

President: Dr. GEORGE DUNCAN, M.SC.. pt. o. c owm lOnt.i. c. Chem IU.K.I. M.C.I.C.. M.R.S.C.. A R c s T

47782 Certificate of Analysis

Di liman, Mr. R. 
42 Springbank Drive 
LONDON, Ontario 
N6J 1E3

L.37+50N

SAMPLE 
Accurassay

Grid
1 L .38N,
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
28

Lf-39

L.37N,

L.36+50N

NUMBERS
Customer

Coor
(H62E
0+75E
CH-87E
1+OOE
1+12E
1+25E
1+37E
B. L.
0+25E
0+37E

0+50E
0+62E
0+75E
(H-87E
1+OOE
1+1 2E
0+25E
0+37E
(H50E

0+67E
O+75E
(H-87E
1+OOE
1+12E
1+25E
(H12E
0+37E
0+62E

BR-1
BR-2
BR-3
BR-4
BR-5
BR-6
BR-7
BR-8
BR-9

BR-10
BR-10
BR-11
BR-1 2
BR-1 3
BR-1 4
BR-1 5
BR-1 6
BR-1 7
BR-1 8
BR-1 9
BR-1 9
BR-20
BR-21
BR-22
BR-23
BR-24
BR-25
BR-26
BR-2 7
BR-28
BR-2 8

Page: l

November 3 93

Work Order i 
Project

930111

Gold
ppb

B
7
5

<5
42
<5

7
19

6
5
5

11
<5
<5
21
<5
8

<5
15

7
<5
<5
<5
35

7
<5
<5
<5
<5
11
<5

Gold
Oz/T

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
0.001

^0.001
<0.001
0.001

< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.001

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001

<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001

Check

Check

Check

ORIGINAL
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Work Order t 
Project

930111

SAMPLE NUMBERS
Accuraasay

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35

Grid Coor.
L.36N, 0+1 2E

0+25E
0+37E
0+50E
0+62E
0+75E
0+87E

Customer

BR-29
BR-30
BR-31
BR-32
BR-33
BR-34
BR-35
BR-35

Gold
ppb

40
<5
<5

5
<5
<5
<5

605

Gold
Oz/T

0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
0.018 Check

lf-30 Per:
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SAMPLE NUMBERS
Accurassay Customer

Grid Coor.
930310 L.35+50N,
930311
930312
930313
930314
930315 L.35N,
930316
930317
930318
930319
930319
930320
930321
930322
930323
930324
930325 L .3A+50N,
930326
930327
930328
930328
930329
930330
930331
930332
930333
930334
930335
930336
930337
930337

LF-30

November 24 93

OH2E
0+37E
0+62E
0+75E
0+87E
0+25W
CH-12W
S.L.
0+12E
0+25E

0+37E
0+50E
0+62E
0+75E
0+87E
0+62W
(H50W
CH-37W
(H25W

0+1 2W
B. L.
0+25E
0+37E
0+50E
CH-62E
0+75E
0+87E
1+OOE

BR-36
BR-37
BR-38
BR-39
BR-40
BR-41
BR-42
BR-43
BR-44
BR-45
BR-45
BR-46
BR-47
BR-48
BR-49
BR-50
BR-51
BR-52
BR-53
BR-54
BR-54
BR-55
BR-56
BR-57
BR-58
BR-59
BR-60
BR-61
BR-62
BR-63
BR-63

Work Order 
Project

930126

Gold
ppi)

6
<5

5
<5
<5
<5
13

6
42
<5
<5
<5
<5

8
5

<5
<5

5
<5
49
61
24

5
7
7

11
15

5
5
6
5

Gold
Oz/T

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
^.001
0.001

< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001

< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001

Check

Check

Per:
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930338
930339
930340
930341
930342
930343
930344
930345
930346
930346
930347
930348
930349
930349

Grid Coor.
L.34+50N, 1+12E.
L.34N, (H75W 

0+62W 
0+50W 
0+37W 
(H25W 
0+25E 
0+37E 
0+50E 

li
0+62E 
(H75E

22+25N, 1+92E 
h d

BR-64 
~BR-65 
BR-66 
BR-67 
BR-68 
BR-69 
BR-70 
BR-71 
BR-72 
BR-72 
BR-73 
BR-74 
BR-75 
BR-75
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Project

930126

Gold
ppb

<5
36
5

30
8
5
5

12
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5

Gold
Oz/T

<0.001
0.001

< 0.001
0.001

< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
^0.001
< 0.001
<0.001

Check

Check
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Grid Coor.
931350
931351
931352
931353
931354
931355
931356
931357
931358
931359
931359
931360
931361
931362
931363
931364
931365
931366
931367
931368
931368
931369
931370
931371
931372
931373
931374
931375
931376
931377
931377

VJJ. J.U

22+32N,
22+40N,
22+50N,
22+59N,
22+68N,
22+04N,
22+1 2N,
22+22N,
22+30N,
22+39N,

22+50N,
22+59N,
21+75N,
21+84N,
21+93N,
22+04N,
22+1 IN,
22+20N,
22+OON,,

21+92N,
21+83N,
21+75N,
21+66N,
21+96N,
21+87E,
L.2N,

1+87E
1+81E
1+75E
1+71E
1+65E
1+79E
1+74E
1+69E
1+64E
1+59E

1+55E
1+49E
1+73E
1+67E
1+63E
1+57E
1+53E
1+47E
1+37E

1+41E
1+45E
1+50E
1+56E
1+84E
1+90E
0+12W
BL.
O+12E

BR-76
BR-77
BR-78
BR-79
BR-80
BR-81
BR-82
BR-83
BR-84
BR-85
BR-85
BR-86
BR-87
BR-88
BR-89
BR-90
BR-91
BR-92
BR-93
BR-94
BR-94
BR-95
BR-96
BR-97
BR-98
BR-99

BR-100
BR-101
BR-102
BR-103
BR-103
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November 24 93

Work Order t 
Project

930127

Gold
ppb

<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
16
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
11
<5

8
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5

5
50
<5
<5
63
39
18
10

Gold
Oz/T

< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
0.001

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001

<0.001

Check

Check

^-CAi^N,
- - " *~~ ——~~*v ^ ^

A-X .....^N^
/o ',r--:^2ia\

Check

LF40 Per: J/JL
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SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Customer

Grid Coor.
931378 L .2N, 0+25E
931379 L .2+50N, 0+20E
931380 BL. 
9313 81 o+l 2W
931382 L .3N. 0+27E
931383 O+IOE
931384 0+12W
931385 0+25W
931386 0+35W 
931386
931387 L .3+50N, 0+12E
931388 BL.
931389 0+12W 
931389

BR-104 
BR-105 
BR-106 
BR-107 
BR-108 
BR-109 
BR-110 
BR-111 
BR-112 
BR-112 
BR-113 
BR-114 
BR-115 
BR-115
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Work Order 
Project

930127

Gold
ppb

<5
<5
14
19

6
10
<5
5
5

11
6
5

57
71

Gold
Oz /T

<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.001

< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
^.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
0.002
0.002

Check

Check

Lf-30 P.:
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Work Order i : 930128 
Project

SAMPLE NUMBERS 
Accurassay Customer

Gold 
ppb

Gold 
Oz/T

Grid Coor.
931 390
931391
931392
931393
931394
931395
931396
931397
931398
931399
931399
931400
931401
931402
931403
931404
931405
931406
931407
931408
931408
931409
931410
931411
931412
931413
931414
931415
931416
931417
931417

L.3+50N,
L.7+50N,

L.8N,

L.5+50S,

L.5S,

L.4+50S,

L. AS,

7+70S,
7+80S,
7+90S,
8+30S,

(M-25W
(H75W
l+OOW
1+25W
1+50W
1+75W
1+75W
1+50W
1+25W
1+OOW

0+75W
1+37W
1+50W
1+62W
1+75W
1+62W
1+50W
1+37W
1+25W

1+37V
1+50W
1+37W
1+25W
1+12W
2+40W
2+30W
2+20W
2+38W

BR-116
BR-117
BR-118
BR-119
BR-120
BR-121
BR-122
BR-123
BR-124
BR-125
BR-125
BR-126
BR-127
BR-128
BR-129
BR-130
BR-131
BR-132
BR-133
BR-134
BR-134
BR-135
BR-136
BR-137
BR-138
BR-139
BR-140
BR-141
BR-142
BR-143
BR-143

11
49

5
12

5
5
5

<5
5
7

11
5

<5
26
13

230
7
7
6
5
8
8
7
5

2030
14
36
<5
22

6
5

< 0.001
0.001

< 0.001
^0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
<0.001
0.001

< 0.001
0.007

<0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
^.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.059

<0.001
0.001

< 0.001
0.001

<0.001
<0.001

Check

Check

Check
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Gold 
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0.006 
<0.001 
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SUMMARY

The Black River Property is located in Grimsthorpe Township, 

32 km northeast of the town of Madoc, Ontario. Although the 

Madoc-Bancroft region has shown quite an extensive history of 

mineral exploration, there is no record of prospecting activities 

within the area of the Black River property.

The property is underlain by Middle to Late Proterozoic 

mafic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Grenville 

Structural Province. General trend of these rocks across the 

property is NW-SE.

During the fall of 1991, a number of gold discoveries were 

made along the Black River and along a swamp filled extensional 

lineament to the river. Quartz veins up to 0.5 m wide occur in 

locally sheared and/or silicified areas of a metasedimentary unit 

consisting of beds of a quartz-feldspar-biotite rich rock, 

greywacke, argillites, and graphitic schists. This 

metasedimentary unit has been traced over 5 kilometres. Some of 

the gold showings have been traced for distances greater than 700 

metres along this trend.

An electromagnetic survey and a magnetic survey have 

coincidental conductors and anomalies with some of the gold 

occurrences. The surveys have located other targets along the 

5 km trend which may be potential host environments for gold 

mineralization.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SCOPE

This report is a revised summary based on the compilation of 
results gathered from magnetic and electromagnetic (VLP) surveys 
preformed in 1993 and with results obtained in 1992 on the Black 
River property in Grimsthorpe Township, Ontario. Maps showing the 
results of these surveys are appended to this report.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Black River property is located in Grimsthorpe Township, 
Ontario (Figure 1). The property is approximately 30 km NE of the 
town of Madoc. Access can be made by following Highway 62 north 
from Madoc to the village of Gilmour. 4 km east of Gilmour is the 
turn for the Skootamatta Lake Access Road. Approximately 10 km SE 
on this road, the property begins at the turn of the Lingham Lake 
Access Road.

The property is covered by the N.T.S. sheet 31C/11. 

PROPERTY AND STATUS

The property consists of 14 contiguous unpatented mining 
claims (Figure 2). The claim group totals 28 units of 20 hectare 
size. The claim numbers are: SO1150984, SO1150985, SO1150986, 
SOI156635, SO1156636, SO1156650, SO1156653, SO1156654, SO1194942, 
S01194943, S01194973, SO1194974, SO1194975, SO1194976.

All claims are held by Mr. R.J. Di11 man of London, Ontario. 

LOGISTICS

During the 1993 program, a previously cut and picketed 
baseline was extended 1350 m making the total length of the 
baseline 5600 m. Flagged crosslines were established every 100 m 
and in some areas lines have been flagged every 50 m. The bearing 
of the baseline is 120 and the crosslines are orientated at 30

Magnetic declination is approximately 10 west.

Periodically between September 17 and October 31, 1993, 
magnetic and electromagnetic (VLF) readings were taken over 
unsurveyed areas of the Black River property. During this time, 
5.4 km were traversed with the magnetometer and 9.9 km were covered 
with a VLF instrument. Added to previously conducted surveys, this 
brings to a total over the claims of 26.6 km of magnetometer and 
27.8 km of VLF work.

All surveys have been preformed by Mr. R.J. Diliman of London, 
Ontario.
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FIGURE 2

BLACK RIVER CLAIM GROUP 
GRIMSTHORPE TOWNSHIP. ONTARIO 
PLAN: M97
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TOPOGRAPHY AND LAHD-DSE

Airphotos of the property reveal many small ponds and streams, 
the largest of which is the Black River. These features are 
confined to topographical lineaments. The strongest, most continual 
set of lineaments are orientated on a N-NW bearing. In places, 
these lineaments have been shifted and offset by a l ess-dominate 
set of lineaments orientated in a NE direction.

The highest elevations on the property can be found east of 
the Black River. This area is dominated by large outcrops of mafic 
metavolcanic rocks and shallow overburden consisting of forest 
loams and till.

West of the river, the land is much flatter and outcrop 
exposure decreases to approximately 1(^. Outcrops are located in 
the highest elevations and along the sides of depressions. Large 
areas of this region are covered by swamps, tills and fluvial- 
deposited sands and gravels.

Most of the overburden on the property consists of a mixture 
of forest loams and till. Tills dominating west of the river 
consist of different-sized angular material made up of locally 
sourced mafic metavolcanic rock and regional sourced, rounded 
granite boulders. Striations measured on outcrop surfaces suggest 
that glacial advancement was from N4 E. Fluvial sourced material 
consists of well-sorted sands and gravels.

Vegetation on the property is variable. Hardwoods such as 
birch, maple and oak grow in the highest elevations. White pine, 
spruce and balsam grow in flatter areas. Jack-pine, balsam and 
alders grow in the lowest elevations.

There are several different types of land-use in the Black 
River area of Grimsthorpe Township. Limited logging activities have 
occurred in areas west of the Lingham Lake Road. In the northern 
area of the property there are pits where sand and gravel has been 
extracted. Several cabins are located over the property which are 
primarily used for recreational hunting.

PREVIOUS EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

The Black River area of Grimsthorpe Township has no history of 
mineral exploration until 1991 when funding was acquired through 
the OPAP system and claims were staked to cover several gold 
discoveries made by Mr. R. Di liman. Elsewhere in the township, 
mineral exploration (mainly for gold) had been concentrated in the 
western and northwestern regions of the township.

At various times between 1909 to 1935, gold was produced at 
the Gilmour Mine in lot 30, concession 19. This was the only 
producing mine in Grimsthorpe Township.

Talc was discovered in 1910 in lots 8,9 and 10, concession 5.
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Regional geology was first mapped by Meen and Harding 
(1942). They reported talc occurrences in lot 13. cone. 4. 
They also reported numerous sulphide occurrences in meta- 
sedimentary schists in the Lingham Lake -area.

In 1954, St^atmat Limited carried out a ground electro 
magnetic survey over the talc occurrences ir, lot 13, cone. 4.

In 1955, drilling was preformed on the claim group 
referred to as tne McMurray Group. A tote l of 793 feet were 
drilled to test an arsenic occurrence in lot 33, concession 
11.

After 1955, the Gilmour Mine and the area in proximity to 
the mine appear to be the only area of interest for mineral 
exploration. Currently this arse, is held by Homes take 
Minerals.

In 199O, much of Grimsthorpe Township and neighboring 
Anglesea Township were mapped by R.M. Easton of the Ontario 
Geological Survey,

Gold was discovered in the Black River area in 1991 by 
R.J. Di liman. This resulted in the staking of. several claims. 
He subsequently carried out geological and geophysical surveys 
over limited portions of the property.

C.A. Wagg of Denbigh, Ontario staked 5 additional claims 
along the trend of the Black River. These claims were recorded 
in Di liman's name.

In the summer of 1992, the property was visited by Brian 
Christie, a geologist representing Homestake Minerals. Mr. 
Christie undertook limited prospecting, soil sampling, and 
geological mapping in isolated regions of the claim group. His 
work led to the discovery o* gold in lot 2O, concession 16 and 
what is now known as the Christie Showing. Christie also 
staked several claims to the north and recorded them in 
Di liman's name.

Further staking was conducted in the fall of 1992 by 
Di liman. A grid was constructed over portions of the new 
claims for control over geological, magnetic, and 
electromagnetic surveys. This work has led to the discovery of 
several more gold showings in the Black River area.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Grimsthorpe Township is in the Madoc-Bancroft region of 
the Grenville Structural Province. The geology of the township 
is summarized in Figura 3. A sequence of formations is 
presented in Table 1.
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TABLE l 

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

CENOZOIC

RECENT
Swanp, lake, and strean deposits. 

PLEISTOCENE
Clay, silt, sand, gravel.

UNCONFORMITY 

PROTEROZOIC

INTRUSIVE ROCKS
Granitic and syenitic dikes and sills. 
Granitic and syenitic rocks. 
Hafic dikes and sills. 
Mafic intrusive rocks.

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

METASEDIMENT AND METAVOLCANICS 
Carbonate netasedinents. 
Clastic netasediaents. 
Felsic Metavolcanics. 
Mafic netavolcanics.

(nodified after Meen, 1942)
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Grinsthorpe Township is equally divided between nafic 
netavolcanic rocks and igneous intrusive complexes. All rocks 
are of the Middle to Late Proterozoic.

Mafic metavolcanics consist of intrusive and extrusive, 
fine-grained basaltic and coarser-grained gabbroic flows. 
Between flows schists may occur which can be sedimentary 
derived and/or be related to volcanism.

At least five large, separate plutonic bodies intruded 
into the mafic metavolcanic-metasedimentary sequence. These 
intrusive bodies vary in composition and range from gabbro, 
diorite, to tonalite. During the formation of the plutonic 
masses, the meta-volcanic-metasedimentary sequence was 
intruded by dikes of either mafic or felsic composition.

Metamorphic grade in Grimsthorpe Township ranges from 
upper greenschist-facies to middle anphibolite-facies (R.M. 
Easton, 1990). The range of metamorphism appears to be 
dependent on the proximity to plutons.

Airphoto observations show many topograghic linea-ments, 
some of which are certain to be fault structures. The 
most dominate direction of the linear features is N-NW. A 
second preferred orientation is E-NE. This second direction is 
consistent with a regional structure that cuts across the 
northern section of the township (Easton, 1990). From field 
and airphoto observations it is apparent that the E-NE 
lineaments may post-date N-NW lineaments. This is based on 
crosscutting relationships.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION

The property is underlain by Proterozoic mafic meta- 
volcanic flows, metasedimentary schists, and dikes. These 
rocks belong to the Grenville Structural Province formed 
during the late Precambrian.

Mafic metavolcanic flows consist of fine-grained basaltic 
flows, coarse-grained gabbroic flows, and agglomerates. Thin 
units of mafic schists may occur between flows.

Metasedimentary rocks are mostly found as schist units 
that consist of greywacke, argillite, graphite and a member 
composed of quartz-feldspar-biotite. These schists are 
characteristically rusty on a weathered surface and 
contain fine-disemminated pyrite, pyrrhotite, and magnetite. 
In the southern areas of the property there are rare 
occurrences of marble.

Fine-grained mafic dikes and fine-grained aplite 
dikes occur more frequently in schists. They are most 
frequently found along the river and to the south.
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The general trend of rock units determined from foliations 
and schistocitys is NW. Units appear to dip moderately SW to 
near-vertical. There are at least three recognizable foliations 
in the schists. The most common, NW, is probably relic bedding. 
The second, W-NH, may be caused by localized shearing. The third 
is E-W and may relate to a younger structural phase.

No obvious fault zones have been observed although 
structural measurements suggest the presence of these structures. 
Localized areas of shearing occur in all major rock types on the 
property.

Metamorphism is believed to range from high greenschist to 
middle amphibolite facies.

Accessory sulphide mineralization in the schists consist of 
fine-disseminated pyrrhotite and pyrite. Some schists in the NW 
regions of the property are mineralized with fine magnetite. 
Quartz veins with arsenopyrite and pyrite occur in 
metasedimentary schists along the river in the north and central 
regions of the property and along a lineament in the south area. 
Gold has been found with this mineralization.

II. DISCUSSION AMD RESULTS OF GEOPHYSICS 

LOGISTICS

During the 1993 program, a previously cut and picketed 
baseline was extended 1350 m making the total length of the 
baseline 5600 m. Flagged crosslines were established every 100 m 
and in some areas lines have been flagged every 50 m. The bearing 
of the baseline is 120 and the crosslines are orientated at 
30 .

Periodically between September 17 and October 31, 1993, 
magnetic and electromagnetic (VLF) readings were taken over 
unsurveyed areas of the Black River property. During this time, 
5.4 km were traversed with the magnetometer and 9.9 km were 
covered with a VLF instrument. Added to previously conducted 
surveys, this brings to a total over the claims of 26.6 km of 
magnetics and 27.8 km of VLF work.

All surveys have been preformed by Mr. R.J. Di liman of 
London, Ontario.

The instrument used for the electromagnetic survey was a 
Geonics EM-16. The station received was Cutler, Maine, USA, which 
operates at frequency of 24 kHz. During the survey the instrument 
was orientated at N20 H for all readings. This instrument has a 
penetration depth of approximately 50 m.

For the magnetics survey, the instrument used was a Gem 
Systems Proton Precession Magnetometer, model GSM-8. This 
instrument has a penetration depth of 50 m.
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COHDUCTOR INTERPRETATIOH

CONDUCTOR A
LOT 14, CONC. XII, N/2
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, S/2
S011150984, S01150986
9+OOS, 2+75W to 1+OON, 1+37W
MAP 3A

This conductor occurs along a creek and swamp bordered by 
outcrops of metasedimentary schists and metavolcanic flows. The
conductor is consistent with, the .trend of topography ..and geological units. In places, the conductor appears toTbe offset
by cross-cutting E-W breaks. Disseminated^ and ,. sometimes 
stringered pyrite and pyrrhotite occur with the schists. This
conductor is coincident with high magnetic responses. Several 
occurrences of gold, silver, zinc and lead have been found along 
the conductor axis. Conductor A may result from a combination of 
wet topography, changing rock types, sulphide mineralization, or 
localized shearing.

CONDUCTOR B
LOT 14, CONC. XII, N/2
SOIl50984
8+OOS, 1+90H to 8+50S, 1+84W
MAP 3A

Conductor axis occurs at the base of a steep slope and the 
trend of the conductor is not consistent with local geology. No 
outcrops occur along the conductor although the closest outcrops 
consist of metavolcanics. The NW trend of this conductor appears 
to intersect and offset conductor A. Conductor B may occur over a 
steeply-dipping fault or be caused by conductive overburden along 
the base of the slope.

CONDUCTOR C
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, middle
S01150986
O-l-O ON, 0+50H to 1+OON, 0+20W
MAP 3A

Conductor C occurs along a swamp. The trend of the conductor 
is similar to geological units along the swamp and the strike of 
the conductor lines-up with a gold occurrence at 1+75N, 0+12E. 
The dip of the response is steeply W-SW or near-vertical. This 
conductor may have been caused by the conductive nature of the 
swamp or it could be a combination of swamp and geology, possibly 
an extension of conductor A which has been offset by an E-W 
structure.
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CONDUCTOR D
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, N/2
SO115O986 2+OON, O+35W to 3+OON, O+4OW
MAP 3A

Conductor D has been located over swamp. Appears to trend 
at an angle to the local geological trend. It is possible that 
the south end of this conductor is associated with conductor 
C. South end of conductor is very close to auriferous 
metasedimentary float located at 1+75N, O+12E. This conductor 
has probably resulted from the conductive nature of the swamp 
although its proximity to a known gold occurrence suggests 
that it should not be so easily attributed to topography.

CONDUCTOR E
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, N/2
SO115O986
2+OON, 1+85W to 3+OON, 1+65W
MAP 3A

Short conductor located over swamp. Closest outcrops 
consist of mafic metavolcanic flows. South end of conductor 
has associated magnetic high. May trend parallel to local 
geology. This conductor may be a weakly conductive shear zone.

CONDUCTOR F
LOT 15, CONC. XIII, N/2
SO115O986
4+OON, O+1OE to 5+OON, O+2OW
MAP 3A

Conductor F occurs at the base of a slope, in dry over 
burden with outcrops of mafic metavolcanics. Trend of the 
conductor does not parallel local geology. The VLF response 
suggest that this conductor could be an effect of topography 
changes.

CONDUCTOR G
LOT 16, CONC. XIV, S/2
SOI194973
7+OON, O+1OE to 9+OON, O+3OE
MAP 3A

Conductor occurs along a thin unit of metasediment 
schists in volcanic flows. Unit is weakly mineralized with 
pyrite and pyrrhotite. Conductor appears to dip steeply SW 
which is consistent with the schist unit. The cause of the 
conductor may have resulted from the change in rock types.

CONDUCTOR H
LOT 16, CONC. XIV, S/2
SOI194973
9+OON, O-1-87W to 1O+OON, O+95W
MAP 3A

Conductor H occurs in low, wet ground. Although this 
might be the cause of the VLF response it should be pointed 
out that the conductor is coincidental with an arsenic soil 
anomaly with values ranging up to 195 ppm As(Christie,1992).
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CONDUCTOR I
LOT 16, CONC. XIV, S/2
SOI194973
8+OON, 1+35W
MAP 3A

Conductor I occurs in wet to dry overburden that is 
probably conductive. Conductor I, if it is a geologically 
induced conductor may be of some importance because it occurs 
over a 2nd arsenic soil anomaly with values grading up to 135 
ppm As and 19 ppb gold (Christie, 1992). Metasedimentary 
float found "down ice" and close to the conductor axis assayed 
241 ppb gold (Dillman, 1992)

CONDUCTOR J
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, N/2
SOll56636
15+OON, 1+3OE to 16+OON, 1+35E
MAP 3B

This conductor occurs over dry to swampy ground at the 
base of a slope. Closest outcrop to conductor axis consists of 
mafic metavolcanic flows. Trend of the conductor is parallel 
geology and it follows a magnetic low. This conductor may be 
caused by elevation changes, swamp, or conductive overburden.

CONDUCTOR K
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
SOll56654
24+OON, 1+12E
MAP 3B

Conductor occurs over outcrop of Fe—carbonate altered 
gabbro with quartz—Fe—carbonate stringer stockwork. The VLF 
suggests that the conductor is near surface and dips SW at a 
steep angle. There is an associated magnetic high. The outcrop 
contains disseminated pyrite and magnetite but they do not 
appear abundant enough to be conductive. It is possible that 
the conductor is caused by non—surfacing sulfide 
mineralization associated with the alteration and stockwork 
system.

CONDUCTOR L
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
SOll56654
23+OON, O+6OE
MAP 3B

This conductor occurs in a wet to dry swampy area of the 
river valley. No outcrop is found close to the conductor 
although metasedimentary schists outcrop within 25m of the 
conductor axis. There is a magnetic high coincidental with the 
conductor . This conductor might be caused by the rive-r 
sediments but it may also be caused by a sulfide target.
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CONDUCTOR M
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
LOT 19, CONC. XV, S/2
LOT 19, CONC. XV, N/2
SOU56654, SOl194974, SO115665O
24+OON, O+3OE to 29+OON, O+65E
MAP 3E

Conductor M is a. long, continuous response that dips at a 
moderate angle SW. The conductor follows a unit of mafic 
schists that begins to include metasedimentary schists as one 
progresses northwest along the unit. No sulfides that suggest 
conductivity have been seen in the schists. There is a 
magnetic anomaly coincident with the conductor along the north 
half. The conductor occurs approximately in the dry midpoint 
of a moderate northeast facing slope of the river valley. 
Conductor M is related to the schist unit. There may have been 
faulting or shearing along this unit and possible sulfide 
zones could be present.

CONDUCTOR N
LOT 18, CONC. XV, N/2
SOI156650
28+OON, 1+15E to 29+OON, 1+4OE
MAP 3E

This conductor occurs over the river. There are outcrops 
of mafic metavolcanic flows on either side of the river. An 
outcrop on the east side of the river is part mafic schist 
with disseminated pyrite and pyrrhotite and weak
silicification. The conductor, because it is not continue with 
the river, may be induced by shearing within this mafic schist 
unit or by the VLF reacting to a different rock type.

CONDUCTOR O
LOT 19, CONC. XV, N/2
LOT 2O, CONC. XV, N/2
LOT 20, CONC. XVI, S/2
SO115665O, SOI156653
3O+25N, O+85E to 34+OON, O-I-65E
MAP 3C

Conductor O occurs along the river and over outcrops of 
metasedimentary schists. The schists are weakly mineralized 
with disseminated pyrite and pyrrhotite. There are thin rones 
of shearing, veining and fracturing. The fractures are sealed 
with quartz * weak arsenopyrite mineralization. Anomalous gold 
values up to 12O1 ppb have been taken from this zone. There 
is s good, strong magnetic anomaly coincidental with this 
conductor. The trend of conductor O is consistent with the 
strike of the schists and the conductor appears to be dipping 
SW at a moderate to stsep angle. This is also consistent with 
geology. Conductor O is in part influenced by the conductive 
properties of the river as well as having a signature 
characteristic of a weakly conductive shear zone. It is not 
certain whether this conduction is partly caused by localized 
sulfide zones or by the presence of graphite schists.
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CONDUCTOR P
LOT 20, CONC. XV, N/2
LOT 20. CONC. XVI, S/2
SO1156650, SO1156653
32+OON, 1 + 12W to 37+OON, O+35E
MAP 3C

This conductor follows a unit of metasedimentary schists 
and minor mafic metavolcanic schists. The dip of the conductor 
is moderate to shallow in a SW direction and may steepen along 
the south extent of the axis. Topography over the conductor 
axis consists of mostly dry overburden, some outcrops, and 
locally wet swamps. The conductor is coincidental with a 
magnetic high. The VLF response, in part, suggests faulting or 
shearing might be the cause of the conductor. Prospecting has 
revealed localised shearing within the schist unit as well as 
disseminated pyrrhotite, pyrite, and stringered pyrite. No 
where has sulfide content been observed that was thought to be 
massive enough to promote conductivity although, graphite 
schist has been rioted in at least one location along the 
conductor axis. A trench on the schists has revealed some 
parallel arsenopyrite—bearing shear zones that carry gold 
values up to 1263 ppb across 0.9m (Di liman, 1992). Another 
gold showing proximal to the north end of the conductor has 
returned values of 56.8 g/t Au in grab samples of a quartz 
vein within the schist unit. Conductor P represents a locally 
sheared metasedimentary unit with conductive members 
(graphite), weak sulfide mineralization, and locally 
associated gold values.

CONDUCTOR Q
LOT 2O, CONC. XVI, S/2
SOll56653
36+OON, O+95E to 37+OON, 1+O5E
MAP 3C

The axis of this conductor occurs over an overburden- 
filled linear depression. Metasedimentary schists outcrop on 
the west side of the depression and gabbro occurs on the east 
side. The trend of the lineament and the conductor is 
consistent with geology. The dip of the conductor appears to 
be near—vertical although readings have been influenced by 
other conductors on either side. Conductor Q might only be 
caused by conductive overburden in the lineament or, in part, 
it may be induced by some conductive property along the 
gabbro/sediment contact.

CONDUCTOR R
LOT 20, CONC. XVI, S/2
S011S6653
35+OON, 1+2OE to 37+OON, 1+95E
MAP 3C

Conductor R somewhat follows the river, occurring along 
the base of the east slope of the river valley. This conductor 
trends in a more northern ly direction than surrounding 
conductors. The only other conductor that shares this trend is
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conductor N. There are no outcrops along the axis of the conductor R 
although outcrops of mafic metavolcanic rocks are exposed on the slope 
east of the conductor and metasediments outcrop along the river west 
of the conductor. The dip of the conductor is steeply towards the NE. 
This direction is unusual for the property. The conductor is 
coincident with a magnetic high. It is almost certain that the VLF is 
responding to the conductive effects of the river and the severe 
change in elevation east of the river but in part be reflecting 
conductive properties in rock as it is coincident with a magnetic 
body. The different direction to the trend of this conductor relative 
to other surrounding conductors may be an indication that a change in 
the trend of local geology is occurring in this area. Then the 
possibility of a shear or fault zone exists between the south-end of 
conductor R and conductors O and Q.

CONDUCTOR S
LOT'S 20 6 21, CONC. XVI, N.l/2
S01194942
40+0ON, 2+60E to 41+OON, 2+65E
MAP 3C

The axis of this conductor is located over deep overburden of the 
river. It is roughly on strike with conductors R and V. There is no 
magnetics associated with this anomaly. This VLP response has probably 
been caused by conductive overburden in the river.

CONDUCTOR T
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, N.l/2
501194942 
40+OON, 2-HOE 
MAP 3C

This conductor occurs along the margin of deep overburden of the 
river and outcrops of mafic metavolcanic rocks. It is a short NW 
trending conductor that dips moderately SH. There is a weak magnetic 
anomaly coincident with the crossover. The north ends of the conductor 
and the magnetic anomaly appear to be truncated by a north-northwest 
trending structure. A small boulder on the north end of the conductor 
was discovered by prospecting that contained 20-3(^ pyrite and 
pyrrhotite mineralization of secondary nature. The mineralization 
showed no gold when assayed.

CONDUCTOR U
LOT 22, CONC. XVI, S.1/2
501194943 
41+OON, 4+60H 
MAP 3C

This conductor is a short, vertically-dipping conductor. It is 
located over dry topography proximal to outcrops of mafic metavolcanic 
rocks with thin bands of metasedimentary schists. The schists show 
weak shearing and S-10% stringered pyrite. A rock sample taken of the 
mineralization did not show any gold.
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CONDUCTOR V
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, H.1/2
S01194942
42+OON, 3+30E to 43+OON, 3+60E
MAP 3C

This conductor follows a distinctive NW trending magnetic low. No 
outcrops are exposed along the conductor axis, although several 
boulders of metasedimentary float were found suggesting that the 
conductor could be associated with an unit of metasedimentary schists 
within the metavolcanics. Soil samples taken by Christie (1992) do not 
show any anomalous values over the conductor.

CONDUCTOR H
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
S01156636
17+OON, 0+12E to 19+OON, 0+20E
MAP 3B

The axis of this conductor trends NW through dry, sandy 
overburden and may dip steeply or near-verticall y SW. There are no 
outcrop exposures proximal to the conductor but it does occur along a 
the contact of metasediments and metavolcanics. There are some weak 
magnetic responses along the conductor and it appears that the 
conductor separates contrasting trends of magnetics.

CONDUCTOR X
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
S01156636
16+OON, 0+75E to 20+OON, 0+85E
MAP 3B

Conductor X follows the river valley and is completely covered by 
overburden. It is certain that the river and its related sediments 
have strongly influenced the VLF instrument and are probably the sole 
reason for the VLF crossover. It does not have any magnetics 
associated with it except towards the extreme south end. A comparison 
this conductor to other conductors located along the river shows that 
conductor X is a much stronger VLF crossover. Therefore, it can not be 
ruled out that a band of metasediments maybe contributing in part, to 
the VLF response.

MAGNETIC INTERPRETATION

ANOMALY A
LOT 14, CONC. XII, N.l/2 
LOT 14, CONC. XIII, S.1/2 
LOT 16, CONC. XIII, S.1/2 
S01150984, S01150986 
8+50S, 2+50W to 0+00, 1+OOW 
MAP 2A

This magnetic high occurs over metasedimentary schists. It 
appears to dip steeply to the SW except in the north where it appears 
to dip steeply NE. An E-W trending structure might be crossing the 
anomaly and separating the two apparent dips. The anomaly is 
coincident with conductor A. Gold has been detected with arsenopyrite 
in quartz veins and local shears along the magnetic anomaly in
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outcrops of metasedimentary schists. Local concentrations of fine 
pyrrhotite is believed responsible for the higher magnetics.

ANOMALY B
LOT 15, COHC. XIII, N.l/2
S01150986
2+OON, 0+00 to 3+OON, 0+37W
MAP 2A

Anomaly B occurs over metasedimentary schists which are similar 
to those found around anomaly A. Gold has been found in 
metasedimentary float containing similar mineralization as that 
occurring along anomaly A. Anomaly B is believed to be caused by local 
concentrations of fine pyrrhotite mineralization occurring in the same 
metasedimentary unit as anomaly A.

ANOMALY C
LOT 13, CONC. XII, N.l/2
501150985
9+00S, 1+25W to 10+OOS, 1+12W
MAP 2A

The cause of this magnetic high is a 1.0 m wide quartz vein with 
<5% fine disseminated magnetite. The length of the vein is unknown but 
the magnetometer suggests that it strikes for at least 100 m and dips 
steeply to the south. This vein could be structure-related.

ANOMALY D
LOT 14, CONC. XII, N.l/2
501150986
6+OOS, 1+12W to 7+OOS, 0+50W
MAP 2A

This anomaly is caused by a magnetite-bearing quartz vein similar 
to the vein at anomaly C. The vein strikes E-W and is 0.7-1.0 m wide. 
The magnetometer suggests that it strikes +7S m.

ANOMALY E
LOT 16, CONC. XIII, N.l/2
S01156635
5+OON, 3+65W to 6+OON, 2+95W
MAP 2A

Anomaly E is a strong magnetic high that occurs over mafic 
metavolcanic outcrops that contain ^ cm wide and randomly orientated
granitic dikes. Within the dikes are clots of magnetite.

ANOMALY F
LOT 16, CONC. XIII, N.l/2
S01156635
5+OON, 3+65W to 6+OON, 2+95W
MAP 2A

This anomaly is a bulls eye-type magnetic high. There is no 
outcrop in the immediate area and the closest outcrops consist of 
mafic metavolcanic flows. No evidence was found in the field as to 
explain the cause of this anomaly.
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ANOMALY 6
LOT IS , CONC. XV, S/2
SOll56654
23+OON, 1+12E to 24+OON, 1+25E
MAP 2B

The southern extent of the strike length for this anomaly 
is undefined at present time of report. The magnetic high was 
found to occur over a gabbroic flow which has moderate Fe- 
carbonate alteration and minor quartz-carbonated stringer 
systems. There are traces of pyrite5 , tourmaline, and fine 
magnetite throughout the alteration zone. Conductor K is 
associated with this zone. Other occurrences of this type arc 
generally found on the east side of the river. Why they prefer 
this region has yet to be determined. Gold assay results of 
rock samples taken of the alteration have so far 
shown that they economically unimportant.

ANOMALY H
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
SOI156654
23+OON, 1+62E
MAP 2B

This anomaly is a weak magnetic high within an area of 
rather low intensity. The anomaly occurs in overburden and 
until readings are taken towards the south no attempt will be 
made as to it's dimensions and probable cause. With the 
present state of coverage in this area, the anomaly should be 
overlooked as a possible target to be considered important. 
But since at occurs close to a recently discovered gold 
showing it is worth mentioning.

ANOMALY I
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
SOll56654
23+OON, 0+5OE
MAP 2B

This anomaly occurs very close to metasedimentary 
outcrops exposed along the river valley. The schists were 
noted to have traces of fine—disseminated pyrrhotite and 
pyrite. At present, the strike of this anomaly is open in the 
south direction.

ANOMALY J
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S/2
SO1156654
24+OON, O+5OW
MAP 2B

Anomaly J occurs in overburden. The closest outcrops 
consist of mafic metavolcanic flows. The survey is incomplete 
towards the south so that strike length can not be determined. 
It is not believed that anomalies I and J are the same. This 
is based on structural measurements made on outcrops exposed 
at anomaly I. No explanation can be made as to the nature c f 
anomaly J.
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ANOMALY K
LOT 18, CONC. XV, middle
SOll56654
23+OON, 2+75E to 27+OON, 2+OOE
MAP 2B

This anomaly occurs in mafic metavoleanic flows. The 
anomaly has been prospected but no significant mineral izaticn. 
was* observed. It is suggested the t the magnetic response is 
caused by varied magnetic properties within or between mafic 
metavolcanic flow(s).

ANOMALY L
LOT 19, CONC. XV, N/2
SO115665O
27+OON. O+75E to 29+OON, O+50E
MAP 2C

Anomaly L occurs over a thin unit of metasedimentary 
schists. It is consistent with the strike of the unit and dips 
towards the southwest. The anomaly is caused by fine- 
disseminated pyrrhotite within the schists.

ANOMALY M
LOT 19, CONC. XV, N/2
LOT 20, CONC. XV, N/2
SOll5665O
3O+OON, O+65E to 34+OON, O+37E
MAP 2B, MAP 2C

This anomaly may be related to anomaly L. It is a strong, 
continual anomaly that dips SW along the south sections and 
appears almost vertical towards the north. This contrast is 
possibly structure related. Prospecting and mapping in the 
area have shown that the anomaly occurs over mafic and 
metasedimentary schists that have been intruded by mafic and 
felsic dikes. There is shearing, fracturing and veining within 
the schists. Arsenopyrite and gold values up to 1.2 g/t occur 
in the alteration. Disseminated pyrite and pyrrhotite occur in 
the schists. The anomaly is a result of the pyrrhotite.

ANOMALY N
LOT 19, CONC. XV, S/2
SOI194974
28+OON, 2+12W to 29+5ON, 2+OOW
MAP 2B, MAP 2C

Anomaly N is a very strong anomaly which trends NW and 
its strike length is open in both directions. It is possibly 
related to anomaly O but this is only speculated at the 
present time. The anomaly occurs in a shallow cut through 
mafic metavolcanic outcrops. This cut widens into a large 
swamp towards the SE. Prospecting could net locate an 
explanation for the anomaly but a large, angular block of 
chlorite schist was found on the anomaly. This rock was not 
magnetic although it is strongly sheared.
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ANOMALY O
LOT 2O, CONC. XV, N/2
LOT 20, CONC. XVI, S/2
33+OON, 1+OOW to 38+OON, O+25E
MAP 2C

Anomaly O is a well-defined anomaly that trends NW and 
dips shallow to moderately SW. It is intersected by anomaly M 
in the vicinity of line 35N. The anomaly is coincidental with 
a unit of metasedimentary schists and is believed to rasult 
from fine-disseminated pyrrhotite that occurs in the schists. 
Although much of the area is covered by overburden geld has 
been detected in one outcrop on the anomaly and in another 
near the north end. As stated before this anomaly could be 
related to anomaly N. How it is related to anomaly M can only 
be speculated although based on the magnetic results the two 
could be related by faulting or folding. Since no fold 
structures have been recognized in the area the intersection 
of the two anomalies must be a result of shearing.

ANOMALY P
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, S/2
SOll56653
36+OON, 2+OOW to 37+OON, 1+7OW
MAP 2C

This anomaly returned some of the strongest readings on 
the entire property. The anomaly occurs in mafic metavolcanic 
flows and chloritized mafic metavolcanic schists. Prospecting 
has revealed a discrete structure that trends parallel to most 
geological rock units in the area. Some quartz veining was 
noted in the zone but lacked sulphide mineralization. Fine- 
disseminated pyrite and magnetite were observed in the schist 
and probably caused the magnetic high. The anomaly is open 
along its strike and appears to dip moderately SW. More work 
is needed to understand this zone since it is the only 
occurrence of magnetite-p/rite-chlor i tt- seen on the property.

ANOMALY Q
LOT 2O, CONC. XVI, S/2
SOll56653
36+OON, 1+75E to 37+OON, 2+12E
MAP 2C

This anomaly is coincidental with conductor R. The 
magnetic signature suggests that the dip is NE which is 
similar to that of the conductor. Prospecting of the anomaly 
has revealed Fe-carbonate alteration in mafic metavoleanics 
outcropping close to the anomaly and, metasedimentary float on 
the anomaly axis. The orientation of the trend is somewhat 
dif-fe^ent than what geological measurements have shown E-; cept 
for an isolated set of joints measured proximal to the 
anomaly. This has encouraged the idea of a possible fault 
occurring within the area. Establishing survey lines to the 
north wil] help an interpretation. At present the magnetics 
suggests pyrrhotite mineralization in a metasodimentary unit.
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ANOMALY R
LOT 20, COHC. XVI, S.1/2
S01156653
38+OON, 1+50E
MAP 2C

Anomaly R is located in overburden on the edge of a flooded 
section of the river. The closest outcrops, located south of the 
anomaly consist of mafic metavolcanic rocks. Between the anomaly and 
the outcrops are approximately a dozen, metasedimentary boulders with 
arsenopyrite and quartz that have assayed up to 3.1 g/1 Au. The 
boulders are 'down-ice* from the anomaly. It is possible that 
anomaly R is caused by a unit of metasedimentary schists with fine 
disseminated pyrrhotite.

ANOMALY S
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, H.1/2
S01149492
39+25N, 1+50E to 41+0ON, 2-HOE
MAP 2C

This anomaly follows the base of mafic metavolcanic outcrops and 
overburden beside the river. It may be associated with conductor T. At 
the north end of the anomaly a small boulder was found of mafic 
metavolcanic rock with semimassive pyrite and pyrrhotite. This float 
may have come from material causing the anomaly. At the south end of 
the anomaly a small piece of metasedimentary float was found that 
contains quartz and arsenopyrite mineralization which is similar to 
many of the gold occurrences elsewhere on the property. This float 
assayed 1.6 g/t Au. Anomaly S may represent fine pyrrhotite 
mineralization in a unit of metasedimentary schists.

ANOMALY T
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, N.l/2
S01149492
40+OON, 1+OOE to 44+OON, 2-HOE
MAP 2C

Anomaly T is a long, thin magnetic high that continues off the 
property. This anomaly may be an extension of anomaly O which occurs 
as a result of fine pyrrhotite mineralization in the metasedimentary 
schists. The axis of the anomaly follows a low area surrounded by 
mafic metavolcanic outcrops. Due to the recessive location and the 
consistent magnetic intensity along strike, the anomaly could be 
caused by magnetic mineralization in a thin band of unexposed 
metasediments.

ANOMALY U
LOT 22, CONC. XVI, N.l/2
SO1149493
45+OON, BL.
MAP 2C

This magnetic high is caused by Tr.-2% magnetite mineralization 
in an outcrop marble. The magnetite occurs as fine-masses in the 
wall rock which is sheared and veined by quartz and calcite. There is 
strong iron-carbonate alteration throughout the outcrop. Pyrite occurs 
with shearing, veining and alteration. Gold was not detected.
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ANOMALY V
LOT 21, CONC. XVI, N.l/2
S01149492
42+OON, 3+25E to 43+OON, 3+50E
MAP 2C

Anomaly V appears as a linear magnetic low that crosses the 
property boundary. The anomaly is coincident with conductor V. There 
are no outcrops along the trend of the anomaly but several boulders of 
metasedimentary schist were discovered that contain fine-disseminated 
pyrrhotite and pyrite. Both the boulders and the magnetics are 
believed to reflect an unexposed unit of metasedimentary schists.

ANOMALY H
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
LOT 18, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S.1/2
S01156636, S01156654
18+OON, 0 + 25E to 21+OON, 0+50E
MAP 26

Anomaly H defines an area of overburden along the river where a 
shear zone may exist. The zone becomes apparent by the contrast 
between the different trends of magnetic variations detected in the 
surrounding area. These magnetic trends could reflect geological 
trends and a shear zone would occur at the intersection of the oblique 
trends. Shear-related gold mineralization occurs in several areas 
within the property. The south end of anomaly H is coincident with 
conductor W.

ANOMALY X
LOT 18, CONC. XV, S.1/2
S01156654
22+OON, 0+75W
MAP 2B

Anomaly X is a crude circular-shaped magnetic high occurring over 
mafic metavolcanic rocks. It is similar to anomaly J in appearance and 
location. A small unit of metasedimentary schists was located at the 
area of low intensity at the north end of anomaly X. It is possible 
that anomaly X is caused by deeper, non-surfacing magnetic 
mineralization associated with the metasediments or it could represent 
a E-H trending mafic metavolcanic flow of slightly higher magnetic 
response.

ANOMALY Y
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
LOT 18, CONC. XIV, N.l/2
S01156636
18+OON, 0+50W to 19+OON, 1+OOW
MAP 2B

This E-H trending magnetic high occurs in mafic metavolcanic 
rocks. The trend of this anomaly may reflect the trend of local 
geology. No cause for the anomaly was established in the field. It may 
represent magnetite mineralization. A projected strike towards the 
east might suggest that anomaly Z is associated with anomaly Y.
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ANOMAL7 Z
LOT 17, CONC. XIV, S.1/2
SO1156636
16+OON, 0+35E to 16+50N, 1+OOE
MAP 2B

Anomaly Z defines an area of high and low magnetic response. The 
suggested trend of this anomaly may not be accurate and it is possible 
that 2 separate anomalies exist here. The highest intensity is centred 
over gabbroic rocks moderately altered by iron-carbonate and 
mineralized with traces of magnetite. The lower response occurs over 
deep overburden beside the river. Anomaly Z is at the intersection of 
a projected SE strike of anomaly W and an E-W strike of anomaly Y.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Many magnetic anomalies and VLF crossovers were detected within 
the surveyed area. It of the responses occur over metasedimentary 
schists mineralizaed with pyrite and pyrrhotite. In areas around the 
known gold occurrences both instruments responded well to certain 
properties in the rock.

Most of the magnetic anomalies within the surveyed area can be 
attributed to fine-disseminated pyrrhotite mineralization in 
metasedimentary schists. More importantly, magnetic variations were 
even greater enhanced over all the gold occurrences within the 
metasediments although gold-bearing mineralization is not magnetic. It 
was shown that the magnetometer is a very good tool for tracing the 
metasediments and defining targets where gold occurrences may exist.

Interpreting VLF results is difficult and speculative under 
certain topographical conditions and during the survey almost all the 
suggested VLF conductors are located in or along conductive 
topographic features such as swamps and streams. Therefore it would be 
easy to attribute the majority of VLF crossovers as a response to 
conductive overburden. But metasedimentary schists, the most important 
rock unit for hosting gold mineralization is characteristically found 
in the most recessive areas where the VLF react in a crossover. Using 
geological and surfacial information gathered in the field combined 
with magnetic data over a conductive area, allows for the possibility 
that many of the suggested conductors are caused by properties in the 
rock and not solely caused by the conductive topography.

Many of the conductors could be caused by fine stringers of 
pyrite in the metasedimentary schists. One conductor was verified by a 
Beep Mat instrument as being caused by fine-pyrite coating the 
cleavages of carbonaceous metasedimentary schists. Although VLF 
crossovers were detected over several of the gold occurrences no 
mineralization was seen in the showings that would be massive or 
continual enough to be the cause for a VLF crossover. Therefore 
conductors over the gold occurrences are more of a coincidence and 
reflect the metasediments and topography rather than gold-related 
mineralization.
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Further geophysics work is needed on the Black River property. A 
winter program is strongly recommended. This will allow coverage of 
swamp and along the river in the central region of the property. 
Extending and surveying grid lines in the southern regions of the 
property is also recommended.

Detailed magnetic surveying along the metasedimentary units that 
host the gold occurrences is warranted. Reasons for this type of work 
exist with the apparent association between the magnetic highs along 
schist units and the occurrences of gold.

An estimated cost of expense for doing this type of work is: 

Line cutting 6 SSOO/km SSOOO

Magnetics Q SlOO/km 

VLF 3 SlOO/km

Plus contingencies, 

Total

$3200

2700
5900

Res tted,

R.J. Diliman, B.Se. 

April 25 1995
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